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)\Thy the liberal sehators rejected Siegan's ascending ideas
i

·
With veifi~anfare, the S~preme Court and the Reagan admln·
istration have begun to repair 50
1',
Y!ars of erosion of_ a fund_amental
right granted Amencan citizens by zens against governmental \yrlwly.
Two weeks ago, Teddy Kennedy,
t~e Constitution, the protection
against unwarranted seizure of their Joe Biden and the like-minded colproperty by agencies of government. leagues of the Senate Judiciary com:The Supreme Court led the way mittee quieUy lynched the Presisdme months ago with the first of dent's nominee for a-judgeship on the
several rulings against uncompen• Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in San
sated "takings" through regulation. Diego. The nominee, as it happens,
In compliance with the new jurispru- was the man who began the camdence, President Reagan in March paign for economic civil rights more
issued an executive order to curtail than a decade ago, Bernard Siegan of
such actions. This month, his order the U n i v ~ o law
was implemented by the Justice De- school.
With Mr. Siegan's ideas so clearly
partment with a tough new set of
in the ascendancy, the senators chose
guidelines for federal agencies.
. Such actions to protect the civil not to engage him on the merits of
rights of Americans against high• his views. Indeed. Alan Cranston of
banded federa~ state and local bu- California refused even to meet with
reaucrats were long overdue. But be- his home-state nominee. We can asfore we celebrate, it might pay to cribe this only to an unwillingness by
look at what appears to be a well- the senators to publicly defend propcamouflaged effort in the U.S. Senate erty seizures. Instead. they simply
to undermine this noble restoration delayed action on the nomination for
~ n t i a l protection of free citi- an unconscionable period.

Commentary

l

Over the past 20 years, the Senate
has voted on judicial ·nominees on av•
erage within a month of their nomi•
nations; the 17-month delay lo Mr.
Siegan's case broke all records. In
the end, when the nomination was
finally rejected by a party-line committee vote, Teddy Kennedy simply
asserted, without explanation, that
Mr. Siegan was "out" of the mainstream."
, Mr. Siegan, an able and articulate
legal scholar who practi~ed law in
Chicago for 20 years before beginning his academic career at the University of Chicago, actually is very
much a part of today's mainstream
- which was Teddy Kennedy's real
problem. In 1976, Mr. Siegan introduced what were then dusty ideas on
private property in his Other Peopie's Property. This was followed by
Economic Liberties and the Constitulion in 1980. He argued that the Foun-

.
·
ders through the Fifth Amendment
~~
takings clause and the contracts
~ ' : ' t"' -2 clause of Article I intended to pro. .
.
tect economic rights to the full ex' ~ '
~
tent of all ClVll nghts.
.=
"Taking" of property, he argued,
isn't confined to seizing someone's
land to build a highway. There also
can be "regulatory takings," where
bureaucrats effectively take away
property value through overly burdensome zoning or environmental
regulations.
The Supreme Court has upheld the
Siegan view in several cases. In Nol•
Jan v. California Coast;,/ Commis•
sion, California had tried to withhold
pertnission for a homeowner to build Bernard Siegan
an addition to his beach house unless
be granted a public right of way. The era when economic rights got the
high court said this was taking cam• same protection as other civil liberouflaged as a regulation and that it ties. The government is now on norequired compensation. In another lice that regulations that limit how
case, the court ruled that the govern- property can be used also can rement must compensate for delays quire compensation. There are suits
against the iederal government in
while takings are challenged.
These decisions are milestones in the Court of Claims for some $1 bilthe move back to the pre-New Deal lion for such regulatory takings.

,J
~~

· Many are the result of unnecessarily
draconian regulations by the Envi·
ronmental Protection Agency.
President Re_agan's Executive
Order 12630 requires a ''Takings Im·
plication Analysis" before federal re.
gulators affect private property and
thereby risk "undue additional burdens of the public fisc." Attorney
General Meese issued a thick stack ,
of guidelines for all agencies to fol-low. States and localities would be
wise to adopt similar rules to make
sure they _don't sadd_le their taxpay•·
·,,'"
ers with bills for takmgs.
We have not heard the last from · ·
Mr. Siegan. He plans to keep teach-•
ing and writing on economic rights.
He also plans a book on his experience with the Judiciary Committee.
This might again mean debating a
blank wall. But the unwillingness of
the senators to engage in a public
discussion · of economic civil rights
and their reasons for rejecting Mr.
Siegan probably tell us as much
about their positions as we'll ever
. ..,,------_
need to know.
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Chula Vista
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Mayor, princi al: the Cox fami y's dynamic duo
~
.'.U,

ha,e b= ;,,ol"'1 ;, poJ;,;e, fo, io md s•d. •s, <ho wa,,
I <h;,k ,abo,< ;, r,;, ,.,. ..
Th, s,e=s of <h,;, ma"',, ;
years, only he has chosen 1t as a I'll run for city council
.' "
"He's a pretty good guy," she
has been credited to mutl.Hll
profe;si on. They deal with the
He did just that, and won too.
said. "He makes it easy."
public every day. While they each In 1976, the 27-yearrespect and support for eacl)
old Greg
The new mayor continued his
other.
work to better the South Bay Cox became
:.
the younge st
assignment at Bonita Vista; going
"It's all called IOU 's," saT4
commun ity, their jobs demand member ever elected
to the Chula
to
school,
the
office
and
back
to
Cheryl
differen t approac hes to this goal. Vista City Council
with a .~rin.
:·
. After serving
school. When May, 1982 rolled
She says that she has found
Cheryl, a graduat e of USO his two-term limit,
Greg Cox
around,
Greg
found
himself
support from her job as W?il
with a degree in political science, aecide d to pursue
a position as · swamped working on both the ciwhen she is allowed to take till!e
began teaching second grade at mayor of Chula Vista.
ty
budget
and
the
pomp
and
cirto attend some city functions .: _:
Sunnysi de Elemen tary School.
"My first intentio n was to run
cumstan ce of Bonita Vista's
One function she attended "lit
Still interested in politics, she was for State Assemb
ly," said Cox.
graduat
ion.
Time
with
his
wife
City
Hall was on behalf of ~
a volunteer to a number of "When Will Hyde
_did not want
and daughte r became scarce.
school; Cheryl went before
political campaig ns.
to run for re-elecuon, and that
"The only time I saw Cheryl or
council to protest ice cream VCftln 1971, while working on position opened up,
I -had to
Ellie was when I was getting
dors around schools aft1!r
then-Sa n Diego mayoral can- evaluate. The Assemb
ly was a
ready
at
7
a.m.
or
home
at
11
dismissa
didate Pete Wilson' s campaig n, two-yea r term,
l. The council agreed,
a move to
p.m.," Greg said. "After two
and impose d regulat io:ns
she met the young Greg Cox Sacrame nto, and
weeks of that I said 'That's it.' "
when he voluntee red to drive for The position of a lot of travel.
recogniz
ing the safety hazaids
mayor was a
He then applied for a leave of
and traffic .
the Wilson campaig n. Cheryl is four-year term, in
__-; :
Chula Vista,
absence
from
the
school
district
"It
was just like having ~l
fond of telling the story of how and not a lot of travel."
in
I
982
and
soon
after
the
other
she met her future husband when
citizen come before Ille
"Ellie (the eldest of Cox's two
mayoral position became fullcouncil ," Greg said.
Wilson, now a U.S. senator, in- daughters) was one
~:
year old at
time.
The
same
year,
Cheryl
Cox
The
mayor, who just receriily
sisted on climbing into the back the time and I certainly
weighed
was
promote
d
to
principa
l
of
celebrat
ed
seat of Cox's Volkswagen Kar- in favor of staying
his 40th birthday , sitys
as close to
Hilltop Elementary School. With
that he has no definite plans ti>r
mann Ghia to let her in the front home without the
travel," he
their
new
responsi
bilities,
the
the
future
after his second tefin
to sit by Cox.
said.
Cox family found themselves
ends in I 990.
After graduat ing from SDSU
~;:
The decision to run for mayor
even more busy.
"That's when he is going tb jjl:t
with a degree in social science and was not much of
a surprise to his
'' I noticed a change in the
a real job, ' ' Cheryl said.
emphasis in political science, wife; she felt it
,~
was a great
tremend ous amount of reading
A Ith o ugh Greg has =: a
Greg followed in the footsteps of opportu nity.
that Greg had to do," added
guarant
eed
both his mother and father and
position
of a job wtlh
"I was glad to help work on a
Cheryl. "When he first became
the school district if he want? !t,
became a teacher. He began his campaign for someon
e in the
mayor; he came home with a
he appears to be leaning toward
teaching career at Montgo mery family," Cheryl
Cox said. "It
manila folder of reading to do.
continu ing in politics.
Junior High School and soon was a great opportu
nity and it
Over the years.th at has grown inThe mayor said he sees qis
transfer red to the position of was something he
really
wanted
to a three-ringed binder to two
Cheryl and Greg Cox with their two children , Ellie,
political options as running fpr
ASB advisor at Bonita Vista High to do."
(left), 8 and
Emily, 4.
binders and a brief case too big to
State Senate if there is an OP9)School.
' With the mayor's salary of even carry."
The two teachers dated nearly $13,000, a year
ing, State Assembly or United
Cheryl Cox
The Coxes spend evenings
States Congress.
five years before they graduat ed became not only
a political and
togeth er with l heir two
"Half of politics is being at the
to the altar. Both taught up until emotional support
By Peggy Jo Holly
but
a
financia
l
daughte rs, Ellie, 8, and Emily, 4,
Contribu1or
the day before their wedding on help to her husband
right place at the right time,"
as
well.
as
well
as reading and preparing
each other with city and even December 20, 1975
Greg said.
.
"She became the breadfor the next day, sometimes into
state-wide clout.
"It's good to keep your op: ·
"Our students even attended winner, " Greg said
Chula Vista residents may not
candidly
Their backgro unds show many the weddin
.
the
wee hours of the morning.
g," said Cheryl.
tions open," Cheryl said.
"Chery l pro vide d financi al
have suspected it, but when they
Due
to
parallels. Both work full-time:
their
busy
schedule
s,
But whatever thei r plans ~
It was a iew weeks later that stability for the family,
elected Greg Cox as mayor in
which she
the Coxes say they sometimes call
He as one of the few full-time the mayor pursued
the Coxes plan to approac h r~
another new continues to provide ."
1981 , they got two for the price mayors in Californ
each
other
on
the
phone
at work
ia, she as prin- venue . During a week-lo ng
future with the same dynamisi-J!:I
"When you have the oppor- to plan their calendar
of one.
cipal of the new Chula Vista Hills basketb all tournam
s.
that has brought them this fa1;_j
Greg and his wife Cheryl form
Elemen tary School. Both have Greg Cox on the ent that kept tunity, it's good to have people
"That
way
no
one
can interIt 's summed up by their fam!lt":
move from 6 around you to support yo u; emo- rupt
one of the most fo rmidabl e masters degrees ,
us because we are on the
but Cheryl one- a.m . to 11 p.m., he announc ed to
motto , borrow ed from e?ii':
tionally, physically, fi nanci ally,
husband-and-wife teams in South
phone," said Cheryl Cox.
ups her husba nd with a doc- his wife his decision
trepeneur Ted Turner. Cheryt;
to run for etc." Cheryl said. "When I had
Bay politics. By themselves, each torate. Both have
"l read that married people
been teachers public office.
had it made into a magnet thai.:
to go up to USC to work on my
would be a major commu nity in commun ity schools.
spend
less
than
forty
minutes
a
sits in the Mayor 's ca r. It simro;.:;
"That was a surprise ," said doctora te for two or
power. Togethe r. they reinforce
three days at
Both Republi cans, the Coxes Cheryl. "One night
week alone together, and I said,
reads: "Lead. follow or get ~
he just came a time, Greg support ed me. Tur'That 's about right.' "
of the way."
~
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-~ h i t a k e r Waterco/ors"-Exhi bition
; of works by watercolorist Eileen Whitaker is on
f view at Founders Gallery, VSD, thru June 3.
i Mon .-Fri. noon-5 . U s ~ a _Sta Rd .
Zt<5o ~
, 260-4600, ext. 4261.
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,/'_Dukakis Is Coming Under Step ned Up Attack
s
B B h ~ .- •
J
f rp • F l h
1

'l-

:. ~tff~~a~_o:._~~~o-n~'.:1-.~~~~~-s·"'"

,Staff Repo,ie rofTHE W•LLS TREET

Mc~: nye~t 'l~";, ':~

J: ~;:

th~
furlough policy wasn't a mlstake
argued that 45 states had some sort, He
of fur.

-:..__:==::_--======= :=: ::;. ;;.. == ==
== --

:~sd ::c~ ~ ~~n ~t~ :B:
tree. says Mr. Dukakis was .. ambivalent
to
negative". on placing the facility in the

~=

:~~ ;n;i i:u~ :~n ~a:
Vice president's record. including his dlrec•
tton ot the South Florida drug task force.

[~~~~E~ f~,:E~~1 i~~~~~

Jou•><• L
"like dogs in heat."
,: McCOOK. UL-Two weeks ago, Gov.
1s used on the federal level and 1s regarde
But the tactic troubles some Republl·
d
as_sound _correclions pr°'.',edure by many ,drugs?"
· clear we needed an entirely new facUMlchae1nl triump
Dulcakh,
$outh
ls his
travele
d
Mr. Dulcakls also has been put on the
through
charge of the drug war and tried to fight
tour taking on the
canscampai
who believe
his
that
Mr.
lty...
Bush
gn
it
by
triviali
mounti
ng a negative zes
cnmma
J_-Justi
: charac ter of a campaign for sheriff as
at·
ce
tions
experts
Inside
.
with photo opportunities and, not surpris
With
pnsons
the
so
.condlhorrend
ous, it s both
defensinvetoby
he
tack against the Massachusetts govern
an aImbrog
decisio
lio
place
surroun
new
ding
500-bed
a--,~
· stressed law and order and the
m1nlmu
..:T~o~c~o~un~t:'•r~Mr:'.:·:cBus~~h~
or.
a humane and senSible policy _to ~Ueve
m's~use~~o
f!..;!th~e_1
flght
·fur~--.!1n
~1l!•...'th'!
especia
'e'--..!:w.!!
lly
securit
on
ar~w:,,ase.l...l:,"'1=·-.. _ - - - - - : - -an arcane peripheral Issue
y prison on a rural tract of land
. against drugs.
pressure by letting people outside, says
like prison furloughs, before he sets out
. This week , as he tours the dust and rust
once
used
as
a
school
by
the Seventh-day
a
Sheldon Krantz. dean of th• law school
positive case for his own election.
at
Adventist Church.
· the Umvers1ty of
. of the Mldwestern farm and industr
San Diego and an expert
ial
"This might work if It were the icing on
lri sentenc1ng and furlougns.
: states. Republ!cans
'
.
The
Federa
l Bureau of Investigation 1s
the cake, but it can't be the cake," says
. see the likely Demo- .
Massac huse tts correcIIons Offlc!als •
cratic nominee vu!·
political analyst Kevin PhilJ!ps. "Right
buy the!ng
examin
780-acr
site 1n gNew
the ebandlln
Braintr
of the
ee.nbut
now it's
dec!s!o
moreov say that the overall escape rate
to
only emphas!z!ng that Bush
: nerable on the quesof 0.5% er.
the
bureau
argues
's
announ
that
the
cement last week that
progra
m has been
doesn't have anything else to say...
. tlons of prison fur·
a success for the 10.835 Inmates who were
: loughs and
the governor wasn't a subject of the investhe siting
on the 121,713 furloughs granted in the
Even so, Bush campaign researchers
Ugation wasn 't enough to defuse the Is·
state betwee
-of a new corrections
n 1972 and 1987. The Dulcakls
sue,
have been poring over Massachusetts
campaign notes that the program was
: facility 1n a tiny
beDukakis Cites Executive Privilege
~':~clin reco':l;'~
'fannin g town in the
gun under Gov. Francis Sargent, the Re_ First Mr. DuJcakls denied any acquaint•
wth in griso fur
; central part of Mas·
publican who proceeded Mr. Dukalds. and
hs I P d n 1:
ance with the owners of the land, but one
: sachusetts.
that a furlough program was in effect
1...:::..ac...-ci1L.,//JC..J
in
f~~~ers
turned
::;,d
out to be a Dulcakls campaign con•
In recent days
Cal!lornia during the years Ronald Reagan
1n th h
th th
tributor who grew up near the governor.
: the Bush campaign has stepped up
was governor. (Some drug dealers and
the
mi
h~
::'ere!
~
Then.
compou
nding his political problem
: drumbeat. hoping to make the names
some murderers were eligible for fur·
OJak1s' s
and building suspicions. he 1s clinging s
cl~
, Brendan Boyd, Wtll!e Horton
loughs In Cal1forn!a under Gov. Reagan.
to
Eugenio
that he has been
In
; Torres part of the 1988 ~resideand
an "executive privilege" claim that kept
fact. a forge_r and two burglars COlTllllltted
ntial debate.
tough on crime and
key documents in the episode from becommUrders while on furlough dunng the Rea•
•The three men-a conV1cled rapist, a
muring public .
underscore his o po- ; derer and a drug user. respec tivelygan years. But unlike the Massac_husetts
are
sltion to the d~ath .
Dorothea Thomas-V!trac. New Brain. charged with a variety of crimes includi
program. furloughs for murderers In Cal!ng
alty
tree
"E
Selectwoman. meanwhile 1s question•two rapes. two stabbings and murde
fornia were available only to pnsoners who
r.
l:e h~ talks a~:Tt
ing
Mr. Dulcakls's remark that he didn 't
: while on furlough from Massachusetts
th
were wl !n 90 days of being released from
corbein t h ..
have
.. the slightest Idea who
: rectionaJ facilities during the Dulcakls
prison on parole.)
the
ad·
property and could care less." owns
;~ic;. i S:cin'.
Michael Dukakis
She says
Dukakls Antt-Crlme Reeord
: ~eyra ~~~-t he latest weapons in the Bush
that in a meeting in the governor's offlce
sulthistan
,, t Eddie Mahe. "we·u talk about
· Moreover. the Dulcak!s anti-crime rec·
: campaign's effort to paint Mr. Dulcaki
In May 1986. Mr. Dukakls " pointedly asked
s as
The Issue flrst surfaced after Willie
ord 1s Impres
Crime
in Massac
droppe
: SOft on crimethand to charge that his poUd 13.4%sive.
husetts
betwee
who Daniel
n 1982
the develop
and 1986,
er was .. and was told it
the
was
Horton
.
a
Striar.
first-de
gree murderer on Ille
· c!es are, in e words of Bush campai
second
largest
decline
in the country; the
gn
sentence without parole who had been
Mr. Striar and his partner. Dr. Gary Ja·
wanag er Lee Atwater.th "endan
on
state's homicide rate is less than half the
rd gering the
10
success
ful
cobson.
furloughs. escaped in
told the Boston Globe this week
: ves of Americans wi mu erers, drug
national average. Paul Doherty, executi
1986
and was arrested In April 1987 and charge
ve
they had no relationship with the governo
dealers and rapists who have been permit
d
director of the Massachusetts Chiefs of Por.
·
with the brutal assault of a Maryland coudenied having any inside information and
. ted to escape .. from Massachusetts
Uce
Associa
tion, expresses "strong objecpie. Gov. Dulcakls. responding the HorSaid they didn't know at the time they pur· prlsohns .
10
lions"
to
the
former
furloug
h policy but
ton rampage, signed legislation this April
chased the land that the state was eyeing
· T e Bush campaign 1s so eager to publl·
general!y praises Gov. Dulcakls's record
It
c!ze detaUs
on
for a prison.
Massac
system
fighting crime.
that ofIt the
h gree
provide
ending
d ahusetts
sheaf furloug
the practic
of docu·
e of permit
tingimpriso
murder
first-de
Stephen Rosenfeld. who was the gover•
ers sentenc
- 1
ed to li!e
mentat lon-so me of it flawed -and urged
na
ment
to
particip
ate
in
the
furlough proreporter to visit the Bush headquarters
to gram.
: discuss the program further. "They're
goBut Massachusetts. like 32 other states
ing after this Issue. " says Harrison Hickthat permit furloughs for lifers. remain
s
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"Creative Kids '88," a program
to help students stretch their
creative abilities, will be held
July 11-22 and July 25-Aug. 25.
Cost is $55-60 plus $150 for
special afternoon activities. Call
260-4585.
Sports camps for boys arid ,
· girls ages 8-18 will be held in .·
, . June, July and August. Cost Is
~-- $295 reslden \ ,camp per week or ·
1 $165-$200 day camp per week.
Sessions in tournament and
._
basic tennis, competitive
swimming, basketball, soccer,
football, volleyball, baseball an'd
outdoor wilderness will be .
offered. For more, call 260-4593.
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Be in faith and love of God wh~ d~ells in the center of our being.
•- Use a meaningful love or prayer word tel remain
present. Begin to repeat thi~ word inwardly.
·, .. During the time 91£ prayer, if distractions occur, use
1 '·
' the love word to retUJ111.to-the Lord . .-;.:: .1'7·~ .. ~~f ~

·:r ~: __. :

ALCALA PARK - Over 100 people "tuned out" to
experience centering pi~aycr at a three-night lecture series
given by Father Basil Pennington, OCSO, ·a Cistercian .
--. rather Pennington - ~_r ecommended ~ iJ.sing ~ ~tcringmonk, at the University of San Diego June 21. .; "":...~...!·,,_- ~
, prayer: abo~Ut 20 minute! twiCC a -day. "It is _a:J)rayer 0£
- · Father Pennington· spoke about Thomas Menon, a ·
so wC can 9nly know it by experi_ence," he
experience,
fellow monk, spiritual model and author, citing his
_-::,.-~\_ . .,., , ,
_- _ .,.· - .. :....;,-,.•--~
.
'_.
~said.
contributions to the· Catholic Church and society.
-~ Be~usc the prayer . takeS P.lilce at another· level of.
Through his presentations, Father Pennington shared
CJ?iµciousness (other Tevels being waking; sleeping and ·•
Mcrton '! "'c:ontemplative form of prayCr and put into t
tlrcaming), the rational '!)ind canno!_.iu.dge ii, It ·m ust be·. ,.
~ context his spiritUaljo'umey, kc/ moments in that journey .-~
by.,_its fruits, he Said. .~:r: ;.;~__; .:/ :,,)~~ ~ ~ i_ ~.
judged
and how participants might apply Menoq ~s_exp.!:~~s~y l;.
-'~ Some participants· questioned· the fact th.ar ccnterihg
-J ·
·· - -:. - · .., -:.·_.-.
to their own lives.
~
prayer may not be suitable for all personality types.
"This ancient form of prayer dates back to the 5th ~
0
,j Father Pennington responded , ''Contemplative prayer·
century," explained Father Pennington. lt was known l ~
is a prayer of being and· we all be; no matter what
as prayer of the heart, with heart meaning the deepest
personality type.'' ·;t-.\ · ~.. i~.,.,i...-·ff]-...'l'7' ..:;;,::~~"?'· ,,"3;'.f-,.,
place within us. Through Merton, it received a new name
It' is through this contemplative prayer that Menon
·· - centering prayer - to go to the deepest ccllter of
found freedom "from. those things which enslave us,"
oneself, pass through it and be with God," he continued.
Pennington explained, adding Merton's spiritual
Father
Various letters from Merton have enabled Father
journey was this quest for freedom.
Pennington to capture the essense of this prayer. Merton
''What matteni is the freedom to be in contact with the
wrote his method of meditation "is centered entirely on
center,'' the source of an·freedom, Menon •WI'Ote." 4-...,,, -.- ..
the presence of God, his will and his love '. '•
lies in the capacity to choose what really is, ~
Freedom
Clarifying Menon 's thought, Father Pennington said.
~· ;:. .., • ""'
..
Father Pennington explained.
"This does •not mean imagining God. It means to be all
Rick Egan , a youth minister at St. Francis Churcli in
there . ' '
Vista who also panicipated in the lectures, said he h~d
In Father Pennington's words, cent ering praye r is '' a
tried contemplative prayer before and wanted the
very simple way of prayer which can be used by anyone
to be taught in person.
opportunity
PttotobyiMavrNnNUNca
who wants to be with God, to experience his love and
~
"I need prayer every day for the work I do. I know it
Father Baell Pennington interpreted Thomas Merton's
presence. It is a prayer of longing that leads into a prayer
works because there is more peace in iny life; my body
form of contemplative prayer during a three-night
of presence. ' '
and spirit become one," Egan added.
lecture series at the UniversitY of San Diego.
The speaker gave three steps in centering prayer:

. . . ~- ;
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rm·g Complex Issue
rl·son Furloughs·. Campa1·gns Obscu

·CRy DAVID LAUTER. Times Staff Writer
ference between the federal and
.
WA 'HINGTON A th
the Massachusetts systems. one
clentialS campaign ~rv~ an~
which Dukakis' aides have been
over prison furloughs continued
,
eager to play down.
this past week, MassachlLc;etts Gov.
Unu l April. when Dukakis relucMichael s. Dukakis' spokesman
t:.: ... ~., signetl new legislation
acr.used Vice President George
changing the Massachusetts furBlLsh of having " his facts wrong."
laugh rules, Massachusetts . alone
Bush campaign manager Lee Atin lhe nation, con~;dered murderers
water. in turn. accused Dukakis of
sentenced to life without parole
having his facts wrong.
And. as most voten; who are· eligible for furlough. The policy
stemmed from a state Supreme
listening to the charges and counJudicial Court decision allowing
tercharges already probably suspeel, both sides have been shad- · furloughs for munlerers.
The decision was issued sli.ortJy
flatly
ing-and in so me cases
after Dukakis' Republican predeignoring-the facts on a comp lex

21'§'.,)

e~~l~;

in their quest to
issue
correctional
points.
score rhetorical
Bush':; aides, for example, have
made much of the fac t that Massachusetts released 12 drug dealers
on weekend furloughs in 1986. The
Reagan Administratio n. however,
which also runs a large prison
system, gave furloughs-in some
cases as long as 30 days-to more
than 2.000 people convicted of drug
offenses that year. according to
federal prison officials. How many
of those people were dealers is
unclear. but most probabl y were.
Prosecutions are almost never initiated in federal court simply on
drug-possession c harges.

cessor. Francis Sargent. pus hed the
furlough law through the state
Legislature in 1972. 'Whether Horton would have been released on
furlough had he been jailed in
another state is unclear. Nearly
every stale has a furlough program. and :'33 allow furloughs for
murderers serving life terms with
lhe possibility of parole.
In Massachusettk Horton was
sentenced to life without parole
because that is the state's automalic penally for first-degree murder.
In many other states. which allow
parole for murde rers, Horton

might. also, have been eligible for
furlough releillie.
The fac t that Horton escaped,
Bush aides im,ist. shows that Dukakis' much-touted management
skills are a n illusion. "Michael
Dukakis has lo answer for Willie
Horton, " said Bush spokesman
Mark Goodin. " If Michael Dukakis
had been managing his system the
way he should· have," the Horton
case would not have happened.
"It's good management. not good
luck" that has spared the federal
system a similar disaster, Goodin
said.

But many chief executives. Ronaid Reagan among them. might
have to disagree with that argumenL While Reagan was governor
of California. several prisoners
granted fu r loughs escaped aoct
committed highly celebrated
'}
crimes.
In the most widely publicized
case. in 1972. David Brenenstahl. a
26- year -old burglar with a lengthy
juvenile record. escaped while on a
72-hour furloug h and murdered
Los Angeles Police Department
officer Philip J. Riley. After that
incident. and two olhers in which
furloughed inmates murdered peopie in Orange and San Bernardino
counties, Reagan defended the
state program as a "model in

15

for the whole .
correctional systems
natio.~" that has ·'had great sue·---:
l •
·
cess.
_A nd th al, said Uni versj\y 0 ( San " :

Dei: ~held.on
~g~ Schoo} ori1..aw
1

:
8
al:xn~t z~ll u;~:n ~1e:Se p ~~~~~ .
a
"It's understandabl e to pick out 4 :
few horrendous cases." said , ..,
Krantz. an expert on furlough pro- i
grams. but corrections experts in- i:,
sisl that the risks of furloughs are ;
small. particularly in comparison to t
abolishing furloughs in the current ..
era of vastly overcrowded prisons.
~'It's very easy for a politician t~ , ,
1
pomt the finger at __ a furlough / ~
program and say someone is 'soft ; ..
on crime,'·· Krantz said.
have an added re:::.~ns!~ility to ·'!',,
~ . ..
about the alternatives.

!

f

.
1
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Stu lis11cs Incomplete

Fu.II statistics on the federal
furlough program are not available.
Earlier this week, Bureau of Prisons officials sairl they were preparinii a statistical report in response
fo numerous requests from news
org~nizations. Thursday, however,
prislms spokesman .Joseph Scibana
said the bureau, which is part of the
Justice Department, had completed
the report but had been "instructed" to send it to department headquarters rather than release it.
Friday, Justice Department
spokesman Patrick Korten said he
had "problems" with numbers in
the report that did not add up
properly . 'Tm just not going to
release it" until those problems can
he straightened out, a job which
finished Tuesday, Korlen
would
sajd. i
Even so. available information
on the federal system leads to a
bottom inc tha t is rather uncom fohabll!i for Bush, On prison fur loughs, nt. least., the records of the
Dukakis Administration and the
Reagan Administration are not that
'
fat apart.
lttoth the federal system, which
jalln about 16,000 prisoners, and the
M'assachusetls system. · which has
just under 7,000. give furloughs to
10% to 15% of their inmates each ·
year. Fede ral officials betwee n
January and May of this year
granted some 2,500 furloughs, Scibana said.
1Both systems grant the releases
fdr the same' reasons. As the federal
Bpreau of Prisons' guidelines put it,
furloughs arr. not "a reward" or "a
means to shorten a criminal sentence" but a way to help rehabilitate inmates and a lever lo help
control inmate behavior. '
l Roth systems provide furloughs
t~ prisoners who have been convicted of a huge variety of
crimes-from drunk driving to
murder, although, on the whole,
the federal system \ends to have
less vio lent inmates , and more
while -collar criminals, than slate
·
systems.
, And hoth ha ve fairly strict con trols that, on paper at least, are
designed to prevent release of
prisoners who pose a severe risk to
the community. "Nobody gets even
e(ose to consideration for furlough "
in the federal system "if they are
even the slightest danger to the
community," Korten insisted.
' In both systems, a prisoner must
have been incarcerated long
enough and be judged sufficiently
rehabilitated to have been moved
irlto a minimum -security prison
b~fore he can be considered for
furlough. And, in both, prisoners
whh ba<l disciplinary records are
supposed to hr. ineligible for release.
j llut those paper controls.are not,
of course, foolproof in either sys tern. Both Massachusetts and the
federal prisons have suffered es'
ca~s hy people released on furloughs, on the order of a dozen a
year in both cases.
· The most disastrous failure of the
MassachusctLs system is the case of
Willie Horton - a convicted mur<lerer sentenced to life in prison
wjthout parole, who was released
on a furlough in HJ86, escaped and
r~ped a woman in Maryland. The
c<1se underlines the one major dif -
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Mesa Christian Cb i}:h 1
Religion News . VistaboldLawhat
bas been called( a l

will
"healing acupuncture of the earQi" l
. . . in brief
Three years ago a Christian school
closed
following the 10:30 a.m. worship ser- l
A
in Solana Beach was being
"' R J E ; • j ,:
down by the Christian Unified School · • , he ev. ose nrique yerra, vice tomorrow_
The Rev. Don Dewey, pastor 91 ~e ·:
District, which operated it then. This canon of the Cathedral of Seville m,
June the school, renamed the Santa S~am and a frequent or_ganist for the ''l:hurch, said the congregation ll4ll I
Fe Christian School, graduated 44 Kmg and Queen of Spam, will give ,a dedicate a Peace Pole in its sanctu· :
seniors - 34 percent of whom are concert at 8 p.m. Fnda~ at All Souls ary garden that will carry the lege'pd l
members of the National Honor Soci· , Episcopal Church m Pomt Loma. He "May Peace Prevail on Earth" 'i n \
ety - and school oflicials announced will play Bach, Buxtehude and Span- English Spanish Japanese and Rus- ,
it will purchase the property it sits ish compositions from the 16th to sian on~ on each of four faces of the 1
' :
·
pol~
,
20th century.
on for $3.9 million.
The Christian school district has
The following day, July 9, he ~ill ' • · The California Distri~t ~f :
agreed in principle to sell the 17-acre conduct two workshops for organists Wesleyan Churches will hold th~ 2qth 1
site, which overlooks the ocean, to- and church mus1c1ans. The _work- annual Spiritual Life Crusajle ! ·1
gether with the buildings and swim· shops on Spanish_Organ Music and Wednesday to Friday at Skyl~e .:
ming pool to the parent-run non-de• the Organs of Spam are c°:sponsored Wesleyan Church in Lemon Grove. j
Diego L1tu,r- Thomas Hermiz, president of tpe :
nominational school. Previous plans by the UI\1vers1t
to develop the property for income g1cal Music rogram and . II Souls. World Gospel Mission, will speat.'al 7 J
m Wednesday 11 am and 'I' pJn. I
were stymied by the Solana Beach Reg1strallon and the morning session
City Council's objection to apart- will be held a~USD's Ca!!Jino Hall ~hu.rsday and 1i a.m.' F~iday ~e \
;,and the afternoon session at Al\ . h h
ments at that location ..
John Couch, chairman of the par- Soul's. For information, call Nick Re• C ~re The Hosanna Chorale t1r6m :
ent-directed board, said this year's veles at 260-4456 or John Nunes at Rolling Hills covenant Churclj :Will 1
1 , ,,.,:-,
, -; '., present "The Vision," a Chris_tjan :
graduating class, who were freshmen 260-4682. 1
Orthodox musical, al 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at the • )
when the school was threatened with
• St. George Sefbian
closure, have learned a lesson in Church Choir will present a choral First United Methodist Church of El 1 \
what can be accomplished through · festival featuring Sloboda of South Cajon.
1
,- J
,, North
faith.
Chicago al 4 p.m. July 9 at USD's •
situbad
a
take
"They have seen us
·~ . j
.r
. .
•
.1,,,,, 1 . - - - .i ,
CammoHall.
ation, and through faith and hard
A. Chrisllan concert featuri~g l
At J0:30 a.m. July JO a liturgy will
work, turn it around completely," be celebrated at St.. George's with , groups from several North County :
Couch said.
Sloboda singing the responses. A ban, churches will be held from I to 7 p.m. .:
Ninety-one percent of the class quet will follow at J:30 p.m.
Monday at the corner of Ivy and .,
:
· • Main Street in Fallbrook. ,
.
.
will be attending college in the fall.
Musicians will be from Trinity ; ,
• Judith Lmzer, a ~ember of the
Scholarships ~nd awards have gone
New Jewish Agenda, will discuss SO· Chapel Foursquare Church, Mission l
to 15 students.
The kindergarten-through-12th- lullons for Middle East problems at San Luis Rey Church of Carlsbad, :
of Ranc!J,o ,
grade school is run by parents and 7:30 p.rq. Friday at the Henry George New Covenant Fellowship
. . California and Calvary Chape\ _'.Ji!
staff with a curriculum that em- Ce_nter on Morley Street. _
. ,
• The James Dobson him series, Vista and Oceanside.
phasizes an explorer's mind-set and
• Hope United Methodist C\,nj~
decision making, rather than rote "Turn Your Head Toward Home,"
j
1l
from
Fair
Freedom
a
hold
will
Church
memorization. In the past two years, will contmue at First Bapllst
enrollment has grown from 265 to an of Mira Mesa at 6 p.m. tomorrow and a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the church .and .,
on Sundays through July 31. The participate in the Rancho Bern~rdo :
expected 600 in September.
are_ spon~ored by First Let Freedom Ring parade Monday. A l
The Scripps-Fleet Memorial Fi- showingsand First F1hp~no Southern youth art festival , video, 100<! :\;a ·:
Baptist
nancial Assistance Fund is assisting
• •~ I
. games will be featured.
Church of San Diego.
about 25 percent of the school's stu- Bapllst
• The Chapel of the Inner Journeyl , • Mandy Evans will introduce!~ :
dents with tuition payments.
meets at 10 a.m: Sundays at the Far Option Process at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday :
• The First Southern Baptist West Bank Bu1ldmg_ on . La Jolla at the North County Church of Rel(g, 'I
Church in San Diego will hold a Free- Boulevard. Janet S. Little 1s the mm- ious Science in Encinitas. She will
dom Celebration at 10:15 a.m. tomor- ister of the _holistic church_ where also lead a workshop on the proce!I$ :
row at the Balboa Park Organ Pavi- prayer, med1tallon and hea\mg f re from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. next Saturdaj
"' ·,
lion. Pastor Michael L. Prince will practiced. .
at the church.
..•
·I
deliver the message.
• Michelle Bauermann will speak ,
-r , I
South
• The Newlighl Singers and Or- at a fellowship breakfast for North ·
chestra will present a concert at 7 San Diego Aglow at 9:30 a.m. Tues· " Clinical psychologist Paul Kel!j :
p.m. Thursday at Wesley United day at the Cafe on the Bay at Camp- will discuss "Satan and the Vulne{~;
Methodist Church featuring contem- \and in Mission Bay. Bauermano is a ble Adolescent" at 7:30 p.m. Wednes· \
native of The Netherlands ipvolved day at Marie Callendar's Restauran\ ·
porary and traditional music.
, on G Street in Chula Vista. . - ; j
• Jim Sell, director of Ecological in international ministry. , •,
• J.ose Pascua, international _coor1 .
• The Church of Today'will' pres-'
Lile Systems, and Carl Gamez, peace
- din ator for the Full Gospel Busin~• :
the•
and
techvocalist
ecological
Osborne,
discuss
will
Steve
ent
activist,
nology for a sustainable global future ater performer, at its 10 a.m. servic~ men's Fellowship, will spea~ , at
at 7 p.m. July 9 at the San Diego tomorrow in the Pacific Beach Mid· . dinner meeting at 7 p.m. July :1\ la\
. ,_;., .:
the South Bay Golf Club.
Baha'i Center on Alcala Knolls die School on Ingraham Street.
t,' . ~ ..
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1475 Cushman Ave. The stnf?ure would have ·
an assessed valuation of $237,585 and has
been designed by Roger Leonard Architects. ..
A OOOfraoio, Wa, Oot u,,.. oo th, 'PPUcat~.'.;.--.

e.

..,.·. :

upervisor Brian Bilbray will
,
't 1, talk · about regional growth man-

:,.

,,

.t agement, Dr.

·· 1

John Donnelly will
whether mercy killings
f,should be legalized, Joni Ecklund
f will give tips on traveling for the
j- elderly, and Donna Wilson will tell
le how to shop the new market of
j long•tE)rm health care insurance;
k These are among classes offered at
University of the Third Age, July
( 11-28, at the USD Manchester
/' Conference Center. In its ninth
year, the U3A is designed for thoJe
55 and older. The fee is $55 for a
: .day that begins at 8 a.m. with an .
~· exercise class, followed by two
•, ,hours of lectures. U3A meet~-~·
,,·: ,!1-ays through Thursda,rs. ~~ /
''
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bite House ,.~. . •
Weighs,Choic~

f~yrjfl.os~!nt_-:~ya~dJAM ESGER STEN~.o.,1. ,'.

Ti=• Staff Writer,·,

·. t '·,

· · 1,

, ,

WASHI NGTON -The, .White.
House on Wednes day • began ,.
weighing the names of posBible
successors for departing Atty. Gen. :
Edwin Meese Ill; and Vice Prest- ·1.
dent George Bush told reporters he ·
would not rule .out having the
choice stay ·on If be . ill el!'(:ted ;
~' · ,.
' · · ;, · ·
PresldenL
Bush's commen t could add some •·
attraction to what otherwis e would, ;
be at most a six-mont h job. But ,1
, White House spokesman Marlin, ;

:::d::~;-..~te!:~~.-;=:?~·

' ' Among the 'nameil immediately:,
, mentioned by Adn;rlnlstratlon off!- , •
cla.11 as possible , successors are ·'
I former Pennsylvailla•Gov. Richard
L. Thornbu rgh, former' House Re- :\.
publican leade_r John J, Rhodes of ,
• , Arizona and former Sen. Paul Lax- ";
of •,
alt (R-Nev.) , a longt.!lne friend
Presiden t Reagan, ~• · ...... ~ I" •I •••..,
Tueso~
d
announc~
who·
': Meese,
day that he wouid leave by early ,
' August, met with Reagan· o,n ;
Wednesd ay to discuss Meese s,,,.
t plana but Fitzwate r said thettwo ·,
• ••, Ple~.- ~ ~ ~ t • e.11.,,
,4;.,,&
1 ·J~,:.. .,_ :, .• ,;., ~---f \ ·"'' f, 1'·· .
.... ~:a
'
'··.1, • '{. ,. •·
.··i·.
, ._,.

#., \

!,~:z,l:~~.·½~ -~ • •', .• • ~- 'ln.'

·}A:.1M;p
;,•.-,,/fi-t ij'h ,i;·,,\:';;
·""'" tJ,<~!n"'·.."' . .. t
1
1 1
Partl/T hu . y,July7,l988 · ;tt1t,1>1':_t••:: ·p '.. ! "'f

_;, :~:,-ft

~

·.-, .

·-~~~,.,ji

~White.House·. stu die s Choices634

~ 'i•~ •·t

k- Paseiz;~,,.;: / ::,;
:'. ~~?a
spe!!'1

and
Uons of 'What:• on Pa~e
) ~:h h i s ~
-'' ;. _i! Page .f29~' from reporters ," Eastany, Ume,? g over' '.,;Wallach, : ·, ''I'.• ' . • ·
~didn't
represen t- ,I land said.
+ ,!:· . · ;''*f, Lewlri and attorneys
. , _candidates.
d in the report. · ~ Former associates of Me""" In
'. : Howeve r, Patric!< S.' Korten, . \ Ing othen mentione d tmder seal to ·" San Diego expressed surprise at the
111bntitte
W"8
which
Meese'i chief spokesman, ilald the i1t
have news ~ hill resignation and said
general ~~d discusse d. · a special three-judge panel,
to . they did not expect the attorney
ate criteria for hill IUC-·' , asked for as much as two weeks
the West
and reply to the lengthy , general to move back to has said
' ""f'sor: with Reagan and bad 111g- ~ ·, . review
" • Coast any time soon. Meese
,
public,
report before It Is made
ed "a couple of nam~" Korten
job
consider
In separate 1 only that he plans to
d Meese would nqt_dl8clooe tbooe ' ' Reynolds and Lewin,
In the private sector.
· · ·Interviews, said they could not rule , opportun lliel
•
proposed.
-~
by Meese to ~
' ~' ••l•tant Atty. Gen. WIiiiam , out a move
Pla•t•8ta1l■ Eaot
cKay'sre portqn
B1j3dford Reynolds predicted the ,. publlcrel easeofM
LeRoy Knutson , an attorney
,
secret
on
based
was
It
, anpounce ment of a nominee would , the grounds
or that McKay c who first met Meese when the two
col,!tellOOll,possfblybynext week, • grand jury material
neighbors In the San Diego
were
,
·
in
ed hill function
.' · fom Loranger, a Laxalt spokes- ~, · had overstepp
said Meese
lllsuing such a lengthy reporL Pre- 111burb of La Mesa,
m:in, said the former senator had
recently that he plans to
Indicated
vlous reports issued by independ - ·
,-, to'5f !)Im there Is "abllolutely
at least
Coast.
East
the
on
remain
have
tions
Investiga
on
tnllh to speculation he would0 'I · ent counsels
. temporarily, to be close to his
.
~ •· been much shorter.
heid the Justice DepartmenL
·
children.
;
·
he
that
ed
emphasiz
But Lewin
.Senate RepubUcan leader Bob
signal that he will ,I "I would say their hearts are on
D<\le of Kansas raised the names of · was not trying to the documen t. l the West Coa•t but, practically
oppose release of
. fO(mer White H ~ Chief of Staff
they should be
-''because I have to wait until I see speaking, they feeltime being," said
, 1 , HO,Ward H. Baker Jr. and Judith
was responding , out there for the
he
said
Lewin
IL"
.'·
lawof
-lndaughter
Hope,
in
JUehards
lawyer and not ruling , Knutson, who has remained
, · coinedlan Bob Hope. Mrs. Hope'i , as "any good .
.close contact with Meese through
ouL"
anything
··
RobJudge
lllCtted
· , ~!natio n to
visits
1
has said he considel"I! , letters, telephone calla and
·
, eri' H. Bork on lhe -U.S. Circuit ,-. Meese report
a "complet e vindl- ,, over the years.
. McKay'•
, ·: ~ of Appeals ln·Wa_shington i.
Gilbert
Judge
Superior
Retired
i
'. /( cation" of hill conduct, because the
f,,1 " •1aitingS enateacU on.,.', :·,
had ' Harrei,on , who has maintained his
, · 'r • • ' r -··, filing of It signaled that McKay
A 1M f N
p with Meese and visited
' i• ' round no evidence to seek his · lrienmhi
'
amn
him in Washington, said Meese has
•
nL
lndlctme
usb and Reynolds said the ,
caulioll!! and close"very
likened Meese·• being been
It , • ecUon process had not •yet /',,• theReynolds
subject of a lengthy report to ' mouthed "abouthi splans.
chedthe" shortlist "stage.
KnulSon predicted that the atbeing an unlndicted co-consp irator
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Father Jose Enrique Ayarra, professor of organ at the Conservatory
of Music in Seville, Spain and Cannon of the Seville Catherdral will
conduct a workshop at the University of San Diego on July 9 at 10 a.m.
The cost for this day-long workshop, designed for organists and
church musicians, is $15. Registration will begin at~: .m. in Room
·
.. ··
:i::,
13lofCaminoHallonthecampusofUSD. •
For information call Fr. Reveles at.260-4600, ext. 6, or John Nunes ·
at~6 ,~·c:: .;~.-- ~'--~;_k-·· ',,
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SD - ,Father, Jose Enrique Ayarra, pro- .
·, lessor o organ at Conservatory of Music In
Seville, Spain, conducts workshop for organr' !, lsts -and church musicians, 10 a,m. July 9,
· ~I, Room 131 Camino Hall. Admissio~5_JpSo r,:. matlon: 260-~600, ext. 4456.
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~ntine"'f.l:. Kelly is retiring as
;bishop of tbe Northern California
,conference after four years in office.
•She was the first black woman to be
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'bishop will be consecrated at 2:30
p.m. Friday at the First United
Methodist Church, 2111 Camino del
Rio South. With 517,000 members, the
Western Jurisdiction is the smallest
'. of the six jurisdictions in the denomi~ _,,,?
'. nati,....
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requisite for those seeking
~eships in the Deukrnejian era.
,ceding that her philosophy may
. : nd "naive," she says her quest
a spot in the judiciary was made
.h "very little attempt to pres-c the system" and virtually no
~wledge of "people in high plac.:Zar l,Y Lesson

Jne thing may have been workin her favor: Benke started her
:nb .UP the legal ladder while
:.mg. In ninth grade, her social
;dies teacher established a mock
Jrtroom to teach students about
a Jaw. Benke played the prosecu"1 knew law

was for me," said

-: - nke, who was graduated from
~ Qniversity of Sao Diego School

Law. 'I got pushes and shoves
Jm my parents, who thought it
Juld be nice to have a lawyer in
e family."
Lawyers who rrionitor the -court
appeal say that Benke-like
.,'1 er '" Deukmejian . appointees on
:e court~clearly has a more conrvative bent than justices selectby former Gov. Jerry Brown.:!fense .attorneys say they must
Jrk , somewhat_ harder to _prove .
eir case when arguing before a
nel that includes Benke and her
··ukinejian brethren.
"But I can't say Benke or any of
em have been political in the
:-ise of reaching for a conclusion .
eardless of the law and the
: ts;" said Elaine Alexander of
1pellate Defenders Inc., which
ndles appeals for indigent de- :1dants. "We get a fair hearing."
Although the shot at a seat on
e state Supreme Court was a ·
ntalizing opportunity, Benke says
:e is content' with her present lot
life, deciding appeals and teach.: g criminal-procedure courses
ar( time at California Western
choolofLaw.
. ..
"I'm happy right where I am,"
~1id., Benke, who •is married to a
:-eduction supervisor at KPBS
~levision and has two young sons.-.
□

y

T ou'd never guess that Rich-

J...

ard Huffman, one of the most
respected minds on the San

~m~:'. .

Diego Superior- Court bench, was
once labeled unqualified to be a
judge.
In 1978, a State Bar commission
that evalu~appli~ants
rejected Huffman-then a deputy
district attorney-based on anony: '
mous comments from attorneys , 1
who called him ill-tempered and
vindictive. The commission concluded that Huffman was ''too
vigorous a prosecutor'' and thus
poorly suited for judicial service.
My, how times change.
Today, the bespectacled Huffman-perhaps most famous for his
role in former Mayor Roger->·:
Hedgecock's first perjury and conspiracy trial-is widely respected
not only for his vast background as
a criminal prosecutor but for his
quick mastery of civil law.

'i
I:1:
I

\:

I

'That Man's a Jewel'

Since Gov. Deukmejian appointed him to the Superior Court in
May, 1985, Huffman has built a
reputation as a meticulously
even-handed jurist, -among prosecutors and defense attorneys alike.
His colleagues on the bench give
him high marks, too, "That man's a
jewel," Presiding Superior Court
Judge Michael Greer said. "I love
him."
Outside the courthouse, Huffman
sits on an influential committee
that screens local judicial applicants for Deukrnejian. The jurist ·
also is considered the favorite
among four contenders vying for a
spot on . the 4th District Court of
Appeal, which has had a vacancy
since Edward• T. Butler retired
earlier this year.
: .
Perhaps . the only wrinkle in .
Huffman's reputation came recent•
ly .when defense attorneys criticized him for a series of pro.prosecution rulings in the retrial of Craig
Peyer, the former CHP officer
convicted of murder last month.
Critics said the rulings indicated
that Huffman's sympathies in the
case lay with the district attorney's
office. Prosecutors called the allegations nonsense.
Cited as a standout among Deukmejian's appointees, Huffman said
he has met the governor a few
times but does not know him well.
Asked about charges that Deukmejian has appointed t.oo many former

.,

MARK.CROSS& .

STAN HONDA

Richard Huffman, ieft, and Federico Castro were appointed to the San Diego Superior Court bench by Gov. George Deuk,,i.;j;,;;.:: .·
,... ...

prosecutors to the bench, the judge
insisted that the appointees are a
diverse group that by no means__..,
espouses a common law-and-order
philosophy.
View on Appointees
"I see a bunch ot'hard-working..
professionals-people who are not .
ideologues," said Huffman, whose
silver-frosted temples give him an
avuncular look that goes well with .
the i_udicial robe. "Some may sentence more severely than others,
but they all seem to be given to the
notion that we .have a responsibili•
ty to the public to make this court
system function,-not only efficiently but also in a humane fashion:"
A 1965 graduate of the University of Southern California's Jaw
school. Huffman spent his early
career years with the state attorney general's office. In 1970, he
signed on with the district attorney
and held the No. 2 job in that office
when he was appointed t.o the

I

Toss:

li~.
University of San Diego in
Jy-law practice.
worked 14 years in th1;,'reµt.1 •
Despite the daunting circumbusiness, winding up that career as
stances, Castro decided to go forward with an application. Thi_rteen personnel director for a 1arge Cle-:· .•
partment store · chain in 9,ie...~an
agonizing months later, he got a
Francisco Bay Area.
.. ._ ..
phone call from the governor's
'
.,_j.•
.:. . • .•
he
be
interested
in
a
office,
Would
□
"I loved personnel work:; -and •it ..
henFedencoCastrogot.a - - spot on the San Diego Supenor
f . f 1 ti
.lh1lllth
call m mid-1986 from a
Court? •'
~ ·
__ :n~:.;i:~~! ~!m~tr:1uons· ·. an~ •.
fnend who urged him to
'A Great Honor' ..
civil rights marches flaring," Cas•
tro said. "But I had always dreamed
apply for an appointment to the
bench, he was . more than a little
"It was a great relief-and a
ofgoingtolawschool."
,. • .., ..
surprised._
., . great honor," .Castro said, remem.•. ,....
"I was a registered Democratbering the September. 1987, day he
Career No.2
not intending to switch parties-,became a judge.
.
And so he did. A few years later, ; ·
and this was a Republican adminisA towering, athletic-looking juhis "prayers were answered"· and
tration, so I figured I didn't have a rist with a warm.smile and a quick. he passed the State Bar- exam, .chance," Castro recalled.
laugh. Castro is not your average
Career No. 2 had begun. _·. _.- .. · ,.
Gov. George Deukmejian's re- Deuk.mejian appointee. For startAfter his appointment: ,.east:ro
cord of appointing minorities ers, there are the party affiliation
served briefly at the central,San
Diego courthouse. But, given his 14
wasn't too encouraging, either. At and ethnic heritage. Counting Casthe time, the governor had not tro, Deuk.rnejian has appointed just
years of -ixperience as a ,divorce
lawyer. his ultimate destination
named a single Latino to the San 10 Democrats and two Latinos to
Diego bench since taking office in the San Diego trial court bench.
was the family-law branch, Once
1983. Furthermore , Deukrnejian
The Del Cerro resident stands
criticized as a weak link. in ".the
had shown a definite preference for . ou t in other ways as well. Before
~
prosecutors. and Castro had a fami- . enrolling in Jaw school at (he .,--- Please see THREE: .~ •.,

bench. · _. ' •
.
Huffman and his wife, Caroline.live in Point Loma. Their son; ·
Richard, is a senior in law school ·a t
the University of San Diego.

W

·t\~8--

county's criminal justice system,
the family court in recent years has
been bolstered by appointees with
expertise in that area of the law:
Castro further strengthened the
roster.
"'For a long time the family court
w as probably the least attractive
judicial slot, a place you dumped
the new kid on the block," said
Judge Thomas Murphy, the presiding judge there. "Experts like Fred
Castro have changed the picture
considerably."
Although reluctant to criticize
the · governor, Castro says that
"there's no question that more
min9rities should be appointed" to
the ·bench. He also said that criticisrriS of Deukmejian's early ap·pointments as too heavily weighted
in.favor of prosecutors were -yalid..
"But that's changed." he added:·
"After all, I got through. I think the
governor is now aware of the needs
of the community and sensitive to·
the criticisms."
.
A hiking and tennis enthusiast
whose household includes a: dog, a
cat and. his daughter, Cory, Castro
hails from the Kern Courity community of Tehachapi. His initial
edU.Cation was at a two• room
schoolhouse in the neighboring
toWl) of Monolith, where, he says, a
teacher first inspired his quest for
pro~~ssional success.
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similar experimental operalions1,, promise.
.
sial.
cause
tbe
know
don't
we
still
even closer biologi, · "And
ball of them in this country.
Fetal tissues and cells, like those would provide an
of the disease. We know the effect pf
cal match.
enorhold
,
Surgeons at UCSD Medical. Center
placenta
human
the
from
of
death
the disease, which is the
On ethical grounds, her doctors
and at Scripps Clinic and Research
l to serve as "bridging
these cells (that produce dopamine). mous potentia
Foundation conducted similar operal," according to Gage. The refused.
materia
the
of
cause
the
know
don't
we
But
•
Other even thornier dilemmas will
tions, beginning last September.
tion of these matedeath. Any therapy isn't a cure, it's a ·chemical composi
arly able undoubtedly surface. · Nonetheless,
UCSD neuroscientist Fred · Gage
particul
them
makes
rials
not
It's
s.
symptom
the
treatment of
without the potential of gene therapy and the
reported no significant improvement
. I mean, it's puttirig to transmit gene information immune brain remains compelling. Gage said
in his first patient, ,and the medical • even repairing
they should being rejected by the body's
where
even
not
cells
the
operfurther
pursued
, , research will continue.
,
center has not
system.
be."
,
After all, gene therapy is in a
ations.
controversy comes from the
The
progy,
techn~lo
·
current
With
sense the ultimate challenge. The
Scripps doctors; on the other hand,
cells is . origin of the material: abortions. .
right
the
of
enough
ducmg
with
ns
ties are monumental, and so
operatio
possibili
have conducted five
"It's a good example for separatConsequently, UCSD ren: How
..,..,_,__...,..es~Symptoms in two pa-. difficu)t.
rsy over how the tis- is the fundamental limitatio
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the
ing
possibili
tbe
g
explorin
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searche
the brain understand /
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/
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Lo cal MBA pro-g rains ride strong demand
,.<_~
h
OnJ y SDSU, USO ave
national accreditation;
NU claims other virtues
By SUSAN SCHENA
On Wa ll Street, masters of business
administration no longer carry the carte
blanche they did before last year's stock
market crash. Nevert heless, demand for a
sea t in San Diego classrooms offering
MBAs is a t an all-time high.
Sa n Diego S t ate University, for
instance, turns away 67 percent of its
graduate program applicant s. "We could
expand wi th th e demand in the area, but
we don ' t have the resources," says Wil~
liam F. Barbef, director of graduate pro•
grams for SDSU's co llege of business.
About 2,500 students are enrolled in the
four local graduate schools. The vast
majority, roughly 2,000, are wo rking
professionals ch ipp ing away at MBA
requirements with weekend and eveiling
classes.
Part-time programs take I½ to 2 ½
years to complete, depending on the institution 's format and the student's course
load. MBA classrooms in San Diego typically are 60 percent men and 40 percent
women, and the average age is 27.
Tuirion va rie s dramatically. Least
expensive is SDSU, charging about
$1 ,300. The school also has the highest
admissions standards locally, drawing
students with undergraduate grade point
averages of 3.2 or better and Graduate
Management Admission Test scores averaging 580 out of a possible 800. The SDSU
program includes 10 courses and a thesis
or comprehen sive exam at the end.
For $8,200, National University offers a
15 -month , one-course-a-mont h format.
University of San Diego's tuition is $9,000
for ~IO courses, and United States International University has the highest tuition,
at $10,200, for its 12 courses.
The number of required courses, along
wit h tuition , doubles at most universities.
if a student's undergraduate degree is not
in business adm inistration .
Despite high tuitions, local students are
flocking to graduate business schools.
Local college administrators couldn 't say
exact ly how much earnings rise for the
a ve rage MBA holder, but they agree that
bu siness school graduates are able to
command higher sala ri es, especially in the
fields of accounting, finance and consulting.
"ft's your union card to admission to
hi gher· management, and you've got to be
a member," says Irvin Lande, dean of
NU 's management and business school.
Some school officials even see the MBA
as a future requirement for certain industry positions.
"like everything else in this world,
we're stepping up and people are getting
more educated," says Carmen Barcena,
assistant dean of the school of business at
USO, an ind ependent Cat ho lic univ~rsity.
"Eventually a graduate degree will be a
must in certain areas."
But let the buyer beware, says Charles

,
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USD's Carmen Barcena: the MBA may become a necessity for some fields. ,
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SAN DIEGO'S MBA PROGRAMS San Diego

·total enrollment at San
Diego campuses

ot
SanDlego

National
University

34,000

. 5,600 ,

3,230 .

Total MBA enrollment

950

Full time/part time MBA
enrollment

285
665

Average GMAT scores of
MBA students

United States
ln1ematlooal
UnlvO!Slty

UnlveBlty

Stale
UnlveBlty

2,500

364

895

150

121
243

not
applicable

127
23

580-out of
possible 800

553-outof
possible 800

required

'.3.2

2.91.0

2.5

Approximate undergraduate
GPA !or ~dmission
·,:

>

'i

not

440-0ul of
possible 800
3.3
;

Percentage of total
applicants accepted

33

56

na

65-70

, 21

- 2:7

32

23-24

MBA requirements for
students with undergraduate
business degrees

10 courses plus
thesis or
comprehensive
exam

10
courses

15
courses

12
courses

Cost per course

$257for2
classes or leSS

$900

$545

11h-2 1h

1½·2
years

15
months

Average age of MBA student

Approximate lime to
complete MBA program on a
part•lime basis

\

years

'

$850

2
years

MBA first offered

1959

1975

1971

Number of MBA graduates
each year

200

125-150

285

40

days/
eyenings

evenings/
weekends

evenings/
weekends

Course times ·i:
Source: The schools

days/
evenings

;- .~

' 1818 1960s

Hickman, director of projects and member servicesfortheAmencanAssemblvo f
Collegiate Schools of Business. "MBA
programs are not created equal. And
employers are able to distinguish among
them.''
He says accreditation from his organization is one of the best indicators of an
MBA program's quality.
The AACSB, a non-profit organization
based in St. Louis, is the only nati onal
accrediting agency for undergraduate and
master's degree p rograms in busin ess
adminiStrat ion recognized by the U.S.
Department of Education and the Council
of Postsecondary Accreditation. said
Sharon Barber, assistant director of
communication for the group.
Colleges volllntarily submit their programs for a review based on minimum
standards , including curriculum, faculty
q·ualifications, financial resources , admissions policy and library and computer
facilities. The number of MBA programs
offered nationwide jumped from 389 in
1974 to more than 650 now. Hickman says
261 of those have AACSB accreditation.
Only SDSU and USD now have AACSB
accreditation, and USIU is applying for
the di stinction.
"There's tremendous temptation to
treat business schools as a cas h cow.
Accreditation is an incentive for schools
to provide resources to their business
schools to meet minimum threshold standards," Hickman says.
The importance of AACSB accreditation is widely disputed locall y. Representatives of USD and SDSU agree it 's a
stamp of quality . They also note that
credit transfers from one institution to
another are more readily accepted when
both schools have the AACSB rating.
NU, however, has no intention of
pursuing an accreditation from the group.
"We never will be (AACSB-accredited),
and I don't want us to be," Lande says.
"AACSB has a philosophy unless you are
a research institution, you will never get
AACSB accreditation ."
Lande distinguishes NU as a teaching
institution, not a research fa cility . Its
MBA courses take a case-study, practicalproblem-solving approach to business
with less emphasis on theoretical te ac hin g.
N ea rly 90 percent of professors are
adjuncts working in the field and teaching
part time.
MBA graduates from more prestigious
schools may be too theoretically oriented,
he says, whi le NU's faculty fills businesses' immed iate requirements by teaching
graduates working knowledge.
NU is working with hearty 2,000 institutions to form a rival accrediting organizati on, the Association of Colleg iate
Business Schools and Programs. This
group would overlook research criteria, he
says. He expects it to be on track in late
1989.
Hickman defends AACSB 's sta ndard s,
saying that business schools are "c reated
to provide a framework of theor y illustrated from time to time by examples of
practice and case work by vi\'.'.ng guest
Plea,e tuc \

ne,t p age
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MB : UCSD eventually,may join the pack
pad ~
Con tinued from p r e·c e

,;;l.
speakers.
"MBA programs are not ,.
AACSB-accredited
"There are now
created equal. And
as
research
have
schools and clearly not all
their primary mission . AACSB does
employers are able to
expect a research component. People that
distinguish among
don't research stop being effective teach1
them." ''
.: ·
ers," Hickman says.
"One problem with non-AACSB- Charles Hickman
accredited schools is they could have
problems in various areas/' SDSU's Bar~
cellor cWacademic affairs. But the school
ber says. "They could be selecting stu- decided instead to start its Pacific Rim
dents in background and skills that are not Graduate School of International Relaready for an MBA course."
tions and Pacific Studies. "Maybe in five
Yet Lande says while the community years we may want to think of a business
may have had misperceptions about NU in school again," Ticho says .
the past, the school's graduates are changUSIU produces general managers with
ing that. "There's a growing body of peoan international background, says Ordean
ple, based on performance of our
Olson, USIU graduate adviser. The
graduates, that are looking at NU differ- majority of the student body and faculty
ently."
is foreign, and the emphasis in many
Of the four MBA programs offered MBA areas is on international business.
locally, NU has the loosest admissions
USIU is the smallest of local business
standards. Students are not required to schools, and 85 percent of its students are
take the GMA T and need only an under- full time. The school's size is a reason
graduate grade point average of 2.5 from USIU is seeking AACSB accreditation.
an accredited university, says Edward "We're small, and it'll give us some pull,"
Ku bow, NU dean of students.
says Olson. •
But if an applicant's undergraduate I GPA is lower than 2 . 5, Kubow says
there's a chance the individual will be
admitted on a provisional basis "to see if
they can do graduate-level work." If the
provisional student does not maintain
"B" average in the first three classes, a
GMA T may then be required, serving as a
placement exam to assist NU advisers in
fitting the student in at the proper level, he
says.
The University of California, San Diego
considered starting an MBA program
years ago, says Harold Ticho, vice chan- l

a

,.

Despite the lack of accreditation, however, he says USIU's faculty is at the doctorate level and highly qualified. "We'll
put our staff up against any school,"
Olson says.
While college officials acknowledge that
a part-time program, which allows a student to combine school and a source of
income, is often more practical, they say
the preferred route is the concentrated
focus of full-time attendance.
"The education experience has to be
abstracted from the real work," says
SDSU's Barber. "If you expect an immediate transfer of experience to the real
work, your expectations are wrong. The
transferability is not on a day-to-day level,
but on a total level of subtlety."
Yet some college administrators say
they often prefer a student with some
work experience. "A person that's
worked for three or four years can apply
themselves and they know what they want
to do," says USD's Barcena. "They bring
something to the classroom and get more
out of the courses ."
Schena is a North
lance writer
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One is a student, a political activist only
,
election.
the last presidential
.
e other ts ~ grandmother whose family hisTh
organizing.
grass-roots
m
tory
M h
El
Mais_steeped
th Ur!a ena urp Y: 24, a graduate student at
d' e «Tlersity gf ~nsRtegQ. has never met Parafia "Minnie" Ybarra, 60.
ise 1. s res, en
t Diego County's 25 delet San
a d beIt among
gates
They will
. n a erna_ es _a next week's Democratic
Convenbon m Atlanta
Nabonal
At first glance, the worlds oi these two firstBy Micfdsmolens, Staff Writer

• ·
·
'
lime delegates seem far apart. However, they
- not the
· have several common denominators
,.
dleast of .which Is uncertainty about what it ..
/'
e1egates actually do.
"I'm anxious to find out," sa1'd Murphy a sup, porter of presidential candidate Jesse Ja~kson.
To Atlanta she will bring Idealism optimism
and a sense that regardless of wheth~r Jackson ·
· , the vice presidency , he has made his
. is offered.
I ,mark by expanding ibe Democratic Party.
·
"So
~,~:./;~n~:gt'.~i~::i ~lecause

7~:~~aj

0

Or activism

•• will cast her vote for Massachusetts
,,Ybarra
G Ml
has aa numerical
who than
S. Dukakls,More
ov.
matter of
the nomination.
lock on chael
1

her participation
philosophy,
ilicsaorpersonal
po
her
far repof just howwill
milestone
resent
family has come in the last generation.
When she was a toddler, her impoverished
family became involved in the landmark school
· case commonly known as the Lemon
segregabon
G_ rove Incident of 1930, in which Hispan,·c fam·1.
hes fought to keep their children from being sent
See Delegate• on Pag , A-3

Delegates: •~ ·.
Th~y span
spectnun
-~,!, .

Contlnu~d from

A-if<~ .('

to a separate school. She said her
late lather aided the attorney who
handled the case.
Ybarra said she is excited about
joining a son and a daughter-in-law
as Dukakis delegates in Atlanta __:.
but she nearly bursts with pride
when talking about the role of another son, Richard Ybarra, 39, who is
Western states director for Dukakis.
"Did I ever dream · that my son
would be this close to a presidential
candidate?" she said.
She first shook Dukakis' hand eight
years ago when he was Richard's
professor at · the John F. Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard ·
University. Now, when the presidential candidate makes a West Coast
swing, she sometimes gets a hug
1
• • 1 11 • i
from him.
"Whenever I see him, he says,'Thank you for Richard,'" she said. ·
The political ties in her family
abound. Richard's wife, Anna, ls a
daughter of farm-labor organizer
Cesar Chavez.
- Sofia "Minnie" Ybarra
Convention delegates are selected
\
in a variety of ways. Both Murphy
- ,Maria Elena Murphy
and Ybarra were selected by mini'
caucuses within their congressional
districts.
l
Ybarra's experience came firstMinnie Ybarra and Maria• Elena
in Spanish at a press
showed un- questions asked
Murphy may be what Democratic as the civil rights leader early pri- conference at the Hotel de! Coronado hand as one of 14 children in a poor
the
in
family. She was baptized Ermina. a
leaders are talking about when they expected strength
last fall.
·
,
say· members of their party are di- maries.
"He answered them eloquently," name that quickly became Minnie to
else
one
no
Issues
about
spoke
stuck
"He
verse but share c9mmon ground. '·
said. "I didn't know he could family and friends and has
she said. "He had the she
with her ever since.
Murphy, born in San Diego and spoke about,''
well."
that
it
speak
Issues others avoidNow, as a social worker, she atraised in Chula Vista, now lives in courage to raise
It was the only time she could rethe funky coastal community of ed."'
call a top presidential candidate tempts to help the poor and homeshe
said
Murphy
particular,
In
less, and is active in San · Diego's
Ocean Beach. Two years ago she
'
views about the speaking fluent Spanish. exposure
to Hispanic community through her afstarted the Association of Progres- likes Jackson's
Mexican heritage and
national
a
for
push
his
and
Mideast
is
sive Students. at USO where she
life's inequities have made strong filiation with the Chicano Federapursuing a master's degree in educa- health-care policy.
Impressions on both Ybarra and tion.
disease
at
more
seems
Ybarra
tion with an emphasis on political
·
'
From her roots in poverty in
cussing her family - and the fact Murphy. whose mother is a native
Murphy,
science.
Lemon Grove, she eventually raised
than
grandchildren
10
has
she
that
Her easy manner belies strong
third of five chil· four sons, two of whom graduated
to her of Mexico, is the
views. Not long ago she went to Ni- Dukakis' politics. In addition
a meatcutter, ls a from Harvard. One, Daniel, is a
on the candidate's . dren. Her lather,
caragua-to help build schools and, in son's position
her ,support for Du- union man. her views were partiaily Bakersfield attorney who is a deleher words, "to see'for myself what is staff, she said, based on his backShe said
gate along with his wife, Lori Huerta
kakis Is largely
shaped as a youngster on trips south Ybarra.
really going on."
experience.
and
ground
Admittedly, she wasn't about to
of the border. Her father was also a
So, as her family holds something
"He seems to be the fDOSt prepared
find out just by visiting the Central
instructor in Tijuana and
she said. "He's got the karate
of a family reunion on the chaotic
American country that has been a · for the job,"
charged fees on a sliding scale, defloor, Minnie Ybarra, like
convention
thorn in the Reagan administration's qualities."
pending on what people could afford.
will be trying to
Noting that she is of Mexican deside. She said she saw "a lot of
a lot of time with peo- Murphy, said she
spent
I
"So,
the fact '
figure out what she is supposed to do.
human suffering. I found that the ! scent, Ybarra said she likes
were very poor," she said.
who
ple
imGreek
a
of
is the son
"I know there's lot of voting and
problem was not communism but that Dukakis
She said Jackson's message to the
migrants. She was particularly
hit . there's a lot of action," she said. "And
workers
and
that people were hungry."
underprivileged
Massachusetts gover/
I'll be part of it."
Her reasons for supporting Jack- moved by the
In kind to home.
son were echoed across the country nor when be r~ponded

'(Jackso11) spoke about
· issues no one else spoke
about. He had the ,
courage to raise issues
others avoided.'

-- ...

'(Dukakis) seems to be
· the most prepared for
the job. He's got the
qua_lities.'
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Pro Bono Legal7
Servi~es ~ed ·
More Attorneys
SDVLP Seeks More Help
From Large Firms' Staffs;
Mandatory Pro Bono Ahead?
By MARTIN KRUM ING
S•n Dl~KO Daily Tra"Krlpt E:di1or

In~. the mid J 970s, when Ga~y
Wright was fresh out of Columb1a
Law School and workin g for New ·\
York's Milbank, Twee~. Hadl ey &
McCloy, hi s days were spent on
banking and corpor ate law.

e~:~!: ~~~o;:!: t~/Yao:~•.:::il:; :

firm one dime. _

\

I

, "l fou nd (those) to be really enjoyable," said Wright, .now o partn e r w ith Procop10 , Cory, 1(
Hargreaves & Savitch. H~ r eca lle:J- ~
1
the "Immediate impact_ of ~ts
work Etnd the night meetings with

\
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of Ca lifornia 's 91,587 act1~e ~late
Bar membe rs volunteered m 1rga- ~
~iiCd pro bono pro'grams. 1 1 •
•11 would susped 'it'!:! higher han .
th at," said John , Hedges .. coo_rdinator of the Pro Bono ProJecl m
Sa nta Clara County and cha~r of
lhe Bar's newly formed Committee
en Private Bar Invol vement. "A lot

l

,

of people didrt't respond (t.o the
survey)." Also not included were

many of lhe services offered by ~
pri vate firm s.
. ,
Al ·present, there is no pro
i
program in 24 of th e state
4
counties.
'
According td the American Ba r
Association , only 17 .7 percent ~f
the ' 659,000 private • attorne~ so~:
th e country are .doing pr~ b
work .
.
{
ln Maryland, where a proposa
nn mundatory pro bono will ~

,hfo~:

decided by the Court or Appeal_ this
fall , the r ange o~ involvemeaj: is 5,Q
to90 percent .
'
In San Diego. between May 1987
ond May 1988 the San Diego Vol•
unteer Lawyer Program (SDVLP)
se r ve d 1,700 cli ents which
(Continued on Page 3A

<

t

qf

{.•· :;ce,r.;;1;:'ab<iutitl i>e"rl:'cnt lii,l,26

E ~ ? , n u ~ ~ ~ S e r ~ : r ~ : ~ ~ n. the YWCA's Bat translates into a~ul 20,ooo hours.
tered Women 's Legal Referral
Ir you multiply that by $125 an
Panel and the USO Law Ce nt.e r.
hour {the St.ate Bur's figure), that's
Wright, for one, beli eves that
$2.5 million worth. About 800 alhelping tho disadvanl.agcd and the
torneyH are involved, the majority
poor is "part of a professsional
1
of whom arc so le practitioners or
commitme nt whe n you become a
· with small firms.
lawye r . It's not just doll a rs and
One of the SDVLP's priorities,
cents. The re is a commitment to
said exl.-<: utiv e director Carl Poirot,
lega l services as a whole.•·
i~ t.ryin~ to get porlicipnl.ion from '
He nndh others recog ni ze the
more hu·,;c firms, something wh ich
tremendous competition ol law
hoA nol lfo'e n a brrcnt success in t he'
firm s to nllract top stude nts nnd
pal-It.
' '
sig n lhcnl on for high sn lnri es.
Los t month Bar President Ned '
" It's unde rstood th a t they will
Huntington Y.•roie about 40 firms
have lo bill 2,000 hours of work a
asking ma naging pa rtners lo "give
yenr or more. There is no time left
Cur l (Poirot) 15 minutes of lime to
for pro bono work," he goes on.
1
· di sc ue!I the establishment of o reg- 1
But it's the large law firms that
f· u lor volunteer program or legal
have the resources. Some are alt' serv ices committee" within the
read.Yinvolved.
firm . · Alberto Are valo of Luce, 1
Luce, Forword's Tim Pestotnik is
Forwaril , Hamilton & Scripps I u prime mover in providing legu l
1
1
choirs the recruitment committee. · services for AIDS victims, a projec t
i•
" We need volunteers," sa id
whi ch has involved other attorneys
Huntington. " One qf the best ' at the firm . Gray, Cary, Ames &
1
~ places lo gel the m is out of th e big
Frye offe rs free lega l nssislnnce lo
firms. Th ere's never bee n any proth~ Society of Profess ional Jourf gram to do il on an active bas is in na lists, Sigma Delta Chi.
Sun Di eg-o: '
'
In New York, Skadde n, Arps,
"The first and second year people '' S late, Meagher & Flom announced
\ ore not really that valuabl e to the
recently that beginning next Ju ne
firm nt that point,'' he said, addmg ·1 it would spe nd $10 million over a
th a t these would not be th e "rookie ' period of fiv e- years lo pay th e
divorce lawyers a nd rooki e p.i. · sa laries of new lawyers willing lo
lawy e rs trying lo hustle cases."
.~ help pool' people deprived of civil or
Procopio, Cory has a pro bono
huma n rights. Twenty-fiv e Skadcoordinalo r whom SDVLP ca n call
de n Fe ll ows will earn about
wh e n 'i t needs 8 voltinlee r. "The
$32,500 plus benefits for a two-year
head or lhe litigation department ,,,. commitment.
1
knows who is b\Jsy and who has thi< '·
Last month Lawyers Club here
1
time/' sa id Wrighl. " lt's rea lly just ,. formally applied tn the American
common se nse."
Bar Association for a $10,000 grant
1
"That kind of in -house su pport
to estab lish and fund a pro bono
makes our job easie r,'' sa id Poirot. \. pro"'ra m in conjunction with
"It burns uj, our time to try and ' · SDVLP.
ifind art attorney." Whe n hi s grollP,
One issue 'w hi ch bears close walidoes firi ally reach one " the last ·~ 1 ' ching in the months ahead is man~hing they 're thinking about is : 1 datory pro bono.
t a king ilnolher pro bono case." But 1 '
If a pproved in Maryland this fa ll ,
'generally, "once we connect we get
it would be a first, although North
11
'a.yes.•,.,'~ · ·
• : "!, Dakotaalsoisstudyingit.
· Procopio, Cory 's "sys tem '
According to Jan e t Eveleth,
wouldn'l work 1f th e who le firm
director of communications for t he
asn't comm itted to' pro bono,"
Mary la nd Bar, the Board of Govaid Wnght
ernors has taken no formal position
SDVLP began in 1983 Two or ··i yet but is to . hear a final report
he ' \>rune movers were former 'l from a special committee in SeplJniversit.Y of Snn Diego Law I tembcr.
School Dea n Sheldon Krantz and '
" It's ha rd lo guess which way it
Gregory Knoll , director of the l• will go," sai d Ev eleth.
· Legdl Aid Society or San Diego.
Ir passed, Ma ryland attorneys
Today it's co-sponsored by the
would be required lo handl e one
Co unty Bar, the U ~ r S::m
civil case a year for free.
Di ego Law Center, the Lega l Aid
Supporters of mandatory pro
Soci,oy rtoid Lawyer, ·Club: SixtY'
bon6 ·oay t here; are t •million low~ pcl'cent of its cnt-e9 ure dorriCRlic, 30 " income ot poor people in need of I
r,e,cxlntf! ilnrhigt-aiiorf• lfnd 10 ·pl!f'
lega l sc rvi~l!!P-•!_. ahd growing cent bankruptcy a nd cons ume r . It
sa id Eveleth, and not enoug h lawdoesn 't handl e any criminal mat- · ycrs. Al so, there hus been a deters ..
crease offoderal fundin g .
Th e ' work is " not always
Opposition to mandatory pro
g la morou ~." sa id Poirot. "It's daybono varies. Some say it would
to-dny li v ing iss ues" - child
s impl y cre,tte another bureauc ra• c us tody, child s upport, guard- t cy, including one to admini ster the
ians hips , bankruptcies, immigraprogra m ; what does a corporate altion ' hea rings, not lo me ntion helplorney, let's say, know about a
ing people simply work through
di vorce?; and "there are some who
burua ucracies. "These are our majust don 't like lo be told wha t to
• jorclients." ·
do."
S ince Poirot, a graduate of
In Ca lifornia, "we·re studyi ng
( McG cor~e Law School, arrived t wo .• that," sai d Santa Cl ara's Hedges.
e• years llgo, SDVLP hos set up • " I think it's going to get a bit or
I pane ls dealing with AIDS; the ·,' play." .
·
/
1
home less, particularly the me nta l- 1·
ly impaired; 'nnd immigration, in- ~,x
eluding juveniles.
'i
The articles about the idea lism 1 1
• "! or the late ·sos and early '70s giv' ing way lo decl ining attorney inu
, volvemc nt today haven't escu ped
cl
. Poirot, who holds a maste r 's degree ·q l(
in social work a nd spent eight
11
[
yea rs as rlepuly director of the
c1
"• state Em pl oyme nt Developm e nt
si
Departme nt .
• But ''I'm Vt!ry optimistic that
Sun Di ego is moving in lht! opti
po~ite direction.' '
t,
In nddition lo SDVLP, orga nized
D
pro hono programs he re include the
Am cricn n Civil Liherlics U ni on,
the CC'n tc r for Wom e n ·s Studies

!

1

tenant groups.
·
. ·
" l feel proud to be in a profess10~
where public service is importa nt/
said Wright, who in 1983 becnn:ie o
founding director of the San Diego
Volunteer Lawyer Progr~m. ~nd
still serves on its hoard. Its im portant to my self respect. It makes
life m0re interesting."
. '
But not all lawyers - espec1a\l; I
those in large firms where theres
imme nse pressure to log bil1abl?
hou rS - haVe the time ond ~ncrgy.
\ for pro bono work as they hope 1 Lo
move from associate to part~e r. ~
Pro bono involve ment vanes.
According to a re~~t surv~y by
• 1- {f;~ Stele Bar Office _Le~al. Ser-
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tS~p-ate panel t~rns.do w~.}.·

., ..,:~~::~:.~.
~~1~!- for ap~!!~!. ~1~f!J:/SJEGAN

chusetts Sen Edward Kennedy - ex/
pressed strong personal regard lo ·
WASHINGTON - Citing his lack
of experience in the federa l courts Siegan but added that his views or ;
the Jaw were too "out of the main: ,
and his conservative interpretation
I
,
of the U.S. Constitution, the Senate stream" for their liking. ··
Bui . Wyoming Republican Se~
Judiciary Committee today rejected
Alan Simpson, who voted to confim ,;
San Diego law professor Bernard
_,. -M, Ci_,ol_,,1. ·. ,1
:A
._ SI.EGAN._
Siegan for a seat .on the 9th Circuit · Plea_se see
J
_!
1
Court of Appeals.
. The committee, voting along party
't
Imes, reJected Siegan's nomination to
,., 1
the federal bench by a vote of 8 to 6
' and later turned down an attempt to
• send the nomination to the Senate ·•
r floor without a recommendation.
Siegan·s rejection came as no
• surprise to committee members the
liberal lobbying groups that lob.bled
against him or to officials in the
Reagan administration, who for.
m_onths had encouraged Siegan to ,
withdraw his name from consideraf"
·
tion.
"The handwriting's been on the
wall for quite some time," said Ver- •
mont Democra\ic Sen. Patrick ·
_Leahy. "The committee knew it, the ·
i .' administration knew it and the nomi- \
nee knew it.
"I wish (Siegan) could have been
spared the pain of all of this."
Siegan, a professor at t ~ r sity of San Diego Law School whose
nomination has been pending before
the committee for 18 months, could
not be reached for comment today.
Liberal Democrats on the commitCopley News Service

/
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Continued From Page 1

Siegan, accused the committee of
trying to soften its rejection of the
63-year-old law professor on ideologlea! grounds by praising him as a
person .
"I hope we don't shroud this in too
much good will," Simpson said. "We
ought to just state this was a
hammer job and he (Siegan) .got it
·
·
right in the chops."
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, offered
the most spirited defense of Siegan,
saying objections to his lack of experience ignore "the whole raft" of federal court appointees who made it to •
the federal bench with little or no
.,
courtroom experience.
Kennedy, who said he knew Siegan
personally, said, "There's no question
about his integrity and character, but
I strongly oppose his nomination."
Kennedy, citing Siegan's lack of
' courtroom experience, said, "He has
never conducted a jury trial and
appeared only once in his career in
federal court." Kennedy added that
Siegan's belief that the Supreme
Court should apply more scrutiny to
economic regulation "deeply troubled" him.
Finally, Kennedy said he disagreed
with Siegan's view that the Supreme
Court's ruling on Brown vs. the
Board of Education, the 1954 ruling
that "separate but equal" public
schools violate the 14th Amend, ment's guarantee of equal protection,
"is not based on original understand.
, ing."
Siegan has maintained that the
case should have been decided on
, ;'
.,, ~ther grounds. .~
'1.' •:·'

)' ;
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'~l~f;ct:t
new bishop./:'

Methodists hope ··
to make selection '
at ~mor~,9!:
By Rita Gillmon ,

.•, , ':.'fr. ,.

Slaff Writer

One of six men who arrived In San ,
Diego earlier this week Methodist
pastors is expected to go home a
bishop after United Methodists of the
Western ' Jurisdiction Conference
elect a replacement for San Fran- .
,.•/ •_,· ·
cisco bishop who Is retiring.
Balloting began yesterday among .
the Jay and clergy delegates from
1 eight annual conferences (regional
governing bodies) who will elect a
, , leader for some part of the jurisdiction, which extends from Alaska to
the Mexican border and from the
, . Rockies to Hawaii.
Meeting at the U~rsity of San
, ,
Diego, the United Methodists hope to
; i have a selection by .tomorrow, but
they will continue the balloting until
one candidate wins a two-thirds ma·
·
jority.
That winner will take the place of
Bishop Leontine T.C. Kelly, who has
served in San Francisco since 1984.
However, the new bishop will not
necessarily be assigned to that particular conference. Assignments for
', all the bishops in this jurisdiction
''· will be announced later this week. '·
The first black woman to become
a bishop of the 9.1-million-member
United· Methodist Church, Kelly told .
delegates yesterday that the openness and diversity of the church in
, the West has so impressed her that
she intends to continue her ministry
in this area, rather than return to her
home town of Washington, D.C.
"Here on the Pacific Rim, the mission field has come home to us. and
challenges us to be all that we have
proclaimed to be," Kelly said. "There
are ethnic minorities who have long
been part of the church and have yet
·
to be heard from."
Kelly said the Korean church in
fastest
the
is
America, for instance,
growing part of the denomination.
"We need to talk to them and find out
how they are doing it."
The church needs to prioritize the
needs of children, which she Identified as the fastest growing segment

as

a

Bishop Leontine T..C. Kelly sings with others at United Metho,dl~,t~,Jurlsdictl~,n Conference being held In San Diego.
monds United Methodist Church in
Washington; the Rev. William 0.
Walker, pastor of First United Methodist Church of Eugene, Ore.; and
William W. Dew Jr., pastor of San
Ramon Valley United Methodist
Bishop candidates nominated by Church in Alamo.
regional conferences include the . Nominations also may be made
Rev. Richard W. Cain, president of from the floor.
·
the Claremont School of Theology;
A consecration service for lhe
the Rev. James M. Lawson Jr., pastor of Holman United Methodist newly elected bishop will be held at
Church in Los Angeles; the Rev. Wil- • 2:30 p.m. Friday at First United
lard R. Stevens, district superintend- Methodist Church in Mission Valley,
ent from Tucson, Ariz.; the Rev. W. where the conference held its openFranklin Summerour, pastor of Ed- ing ceremony Tuesday night. /

of poor in the country.
"A denomination that built a great
education system for its children is
falling down on the job, just as the
larger 5!'ciety is," she said.
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Democrats on ·u~s·~Senate ·comm ittee
ation
Nomin
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Circui
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·
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WASHINGTON - The Democraticrun Senate Judiciary Committee voted
along party lines Thursday to kill the appeals court nomination of Bernard Siegan,
a conservative California professor whose
, free-wheeling views often differ from
U.S. Supreme Court precedent.
The 8-6 vote recommended that the full
Senate reject Siegar' a University of San ·.
Diego constitut1ona Jaw professor. But
: Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., the
a comm!ttee's ranking Republican, said
W,Siegan's backers "will make no effort to
take it to the floor. It's obvious that it's
· ·· · •
over."
After the initial vote, Republicans tried
a last-gasp motion to report the nomination to the floor without a recommendation. It failed on a 7-7 vote, with Sen.
Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz., .supporting
the GOP.
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President Reagan nominated Siegan for
the Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals.
The court has jurisdiction over California,
Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Washington,
Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands.
The rejection of a prolific writer on the
law, who expresses strong conservative
views, was reminiscent of Robert Bork's
unsuccessful attempt · to win confirmation
to the Supreme Court last year. ·
' Although the writings · of Bork and
Siegan do not always coincide, both
· provoked an uneasy feeling among Democrats that they might try to impose their,
personal views over Supreme Cou_rt
.·
precedents . .•,:•:·,'.· ;._, · · · ·. .
· · Although · the American Civil Liberties
Union opposed Bork's nomination, there
NION-TRIBUNE PUBLISHING CO ,
was no · reactiori to •Thursday's develop- ·
BERNARD SIEGAN: ; "If a case comes
· ments 'by ' the · organization's San
Francisco-based Northern California · '. where lcan't,Jbserve the law of the
' SEE SIEGAN PAGE ,4 , land I would resign."

, I · ..•

i

,-j - -,-..r- - .

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 ,

chapter.
"The ACLU can never comment on
judicial selections. The only exception
was Bork and that was because we
thought he . was so awful," said Elaine
Elinson. the local ACLU's public information director.
In Sacramento, the conservati velyoriented Pacific Legal ..Foundation public \
interest law grouplias similar reservations '\

s:::a~:~:i::; ·I

~i~;::o:m::ti:t:y o:u~:f
arena,'' said John Findley, PLF's director ·
of litigation. "But if indeed he was rejected because he believes in such things as
the right to reasonable use of private
property, then it would be most unfortunate.''

.

.

.,,

But criminal defense lawyer Ephraim
Margolin was eager to comment. Margolin said he was not at all spurprised
Siegan was rejected and he expects any
other Reagan nomination to the post will
also fail.
Since the Democrats regained control
of the committee in January 1987, Bork
was the only othtr judicial nominee to be
rejected by the panel. His nomination
i\ reached the Senate floor anyway because
lawmakers believed a nominee for the
!
highest court deserved a full Senate vote.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
who offered the motion to reject Siegan,
criticized the nominee's almost total lack
of expcrienc. e before federal courts ~ he .
1 had one case three decades ago -! and _,
said the nominee practiced ''judicial activism in the extreme ." ·
Thurmond defended Siegan, saying his
' j'udicial philosophy'• ''should noi be the
si ngl e criteria" for judging · him . · He
added that " nothing about his character,
experience or background" should dis-.
qualify him from serving on the court .
Siegan went far afield of the Supreme
Court when he wrote that the I 954 deci- ,
sion outlawing school segregation was
correct, but was decided by faulty tea-.
'
soning.
The landmark ruling, he said, should
have been based on the right of black
studcnls to travel to the schools of their
choice. His critics said this would have
left students at the schoolhouse door;
without guaranteeing a seat inside .
Sicgan said prayer in schools could be
constitutional, although the Supreme
Court has said otherwise. He wrote that
equal weight should be given to property
rights and human rights. And he said
framers of the 14th Amendment, which
guarantees basic freedoms , never intended
its scope to be as broad as that defined by
the Supreme Court.
Siegan, 63 , tried to save his troubled
nomination ai a hearing in February,
when he told the committee he would follow Supreme Court rulings and not his
own feelings , if approved by the Senate .
.. If a case comes where I can't observe
the law of the land I would resign,"
Siegan said then. ·'There are times I will
l"Ule contrary to my own feelings ...
During debate on the nomination
Thursday, Sen. Patrick J. Leahy, D-Vt.,
complained about Siegan's lack of federal
court experience, saying, " He hasn 't
handled a case since I was 12 years old - ,
1J A,s' ~
36 years ago."
Sen. Arlen Specter, Yr-Pa., who voted
, against Bork and some other administration nominees, said he disagreed with
Siegan's writings. But he added thal law ,
professors should have. the freedom to
write what they choose "even if the writings are extreme."
Sen. Orrin G. Hatch, R-Utah , said he
"could name a whole raft of top judges
and justices" who were confirmed for
federal courts - including the Supreme
Court .- without federai court experience.
" Ifs a red herring to shoot down a
man of great integrity ," he said. ' 'I know
1
it 's political. '
R~corder staff writer Victoria Sind:J)or
/
C ntributed 10 this report,. :
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Senatorsl
reject .

judg~~~~~

· flight-wing San Diegan 1 ·
d,S a judicial maverick
:..,B, Larr, Mar1aaak
• A8500,t,TED~

WASHINGTON - The DemoII - cratlc-run
Senate Judiciary Com-

i 1' '.inlttee
1

voted along party llnes
''"Thursday to klll the appeals court
• nomination of Berna~~gan, a
·11conservatlve Ull!_venilty o · an Die' go ptor.,,.or whOfle views often dif1rer from Supreme Court precedent
,t,,- The~ vote recommended that
J''\he run Senate reject Siegan. Sen.
'" Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., the eom!Winlltee'• ranking Repuhllcan, •aid

1;

I
I !•,'errort to take It to the noor; It's

Stegan·g ha ck.er!'I woutct ''make no

'

I" 1obvious that it's over."

~.'i, President Reagan nominated
·•/i;;;egan, a constitutional law profcs•••~or, for the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of
._Appeals. The court bas Jurisdiction
•~ p,·er Alaska, Arizona, California,
~ Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
1l•oregon, Washington, Guam and the
' North·e rn Mariana Islands.
,-(1"' - The rejection was reminiscent or
•.' 'Robert Bork's unsuccessful attempt
~-'to win corifirmatioo to the Supreme
, •l;tourt last year.
I:,,, Although the writings of Bork
•l'and Slegan do not always coincide,
'<-both provoked suspicion among
. ! ! 1J)emocrats that the nominees
· ; 11 'tnight try to lmpo,!e their conserva, live penional view, over Supreme
l>Court precedents.
•fff Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
'who offered the motion to reject
,1'-Siegan, criticized Slegan's near-to·;)al lack or experience before feder. !,1 court. - he argued one case 36
··••~•ears ago - and said the nominee
: practiced "Judicial actlvl!m In the
. tl extreme.''
,h· Thurmond defended Slegan,
0J.;aying his Judicial phUosophy
1" ''should not be the tingle criteria" .
ifor Judging him.
: ' "Nothing about his character, .
: j,xperlence or background" should \
'•ilisquallfy SleJ!an from serving on
fhe court, Thurmond said.
1
\ ' Slegan went far afield of the Su- I
••j,reme Court when he wrote that
' ihe 19'"4 decl!lon olitlawlng school
)egregation was t'Orrect but was deJ ided by faulty reasoning.
· The landmark ruilng, he said,
il)ould have been based on the
1tight or black students to travel to
1
j he schools or their choice. His crit:1cs said thJB would have left stuf'IJents at the schoolhouse door, with•
foul guaranteeing a ,eat Inside.
•' . Siegan has also oald prayer In
nchools could be constitutional, alhough the Supreme Court hall said
therwlse. He wrote that equal ,
veight should be given to property j
~l~gbts and human rights. And be ,
!laid framers or the 14th Amendfuent, which guarantees bulc free1!01IJJ, never Intended its scope to
lie as broad as that defined by lhe

l
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judgeshiP,~
bid rejectlid
\l'A S H I NGTON (AP) -

The

De111ocrat ic- ru11 Se1111te .Ju dit:inry
Com m ii lt·e voted along pa rty li nes

Thursday to kill t he appeals co urt
n omi n at io n of R e rn a rd _~_ggp1. a
co nsc n ·a t ive Ca lifnrnin professo r
whose free-w heeli ng vi ews o rten
differ fro m Sup re me Cou rt precedenl.
'l'h e 8-6 vot.e reco mlTl encled th a t
th e fu ll Sen ate reject S iega n , a
Uni ve rsity of San Diego co ns tituti1)i1::il law prolesso r. But Se n.
St ro m Thurmond. R -S.C. , th e
committee's ra nking Hepubli can ,
said Sicgan's backers "will make no
effort lo take it to the floo r. It's obvious th a t it 's ove r.''
Aft t'r I hC' init.i ul vo t e. Hcpuh li cans tried a ln!it -fms p mot io n to re~
por t t he nom inat ion tn th e fl oo r
wi t hout a rero mmend at io n. It
fai led on a 7- i vo te, with Sen. Den nis DeConcini, D-Ariz. suppo rtin g
th e GO P .
P resident Hcagn n n o min a ted
S iegn n fo r the 9th U.S . C ircu it
Cou rt of App ea ls. T he court ha$ ju ri sd iction over Alas ka , Ari zo na,
Ca lifo rnia , Hawa ii , Idaho, Montana, Nevada , Orego n , \\i as hin gton . Guam a nd th e No rth ern Marian a· Isla nds.
The rejection or a prolific writer
on the law, who ex presses st rong
con se rva t ive views. was remin iscent or Robert Bork's un successfu l
attempt lo win confirmation lo the
Supre me Court last year.
Althoug h t h e writings o f Bork
,
and S iega n do not always coindde,
both provo ked an uneasy fee ling
among Democrats t hat t hey mi ght
try to impose th eir personal views
ove r Su pre me Co urt preceden ts.
Since the Democ rats rega ined
con tro l of the co mm ittee in Janu ary 1987, Bork was the only othe r
judicial nomin ee to be rejected by
the panel. His nomination reac hed
1
the Se nate floor an yway, because
lawmoke rs believed a nominee for
th e hi ghes t cou rt deserved a full"
Senate vote.
Sen. Edward M. Kenn edy. D[[
M ass., who offe red the mot.ion t.o
reject. S iegan , c riti cized t he nom inee's almost t otal lac k of expe ri ence before fede ra l courts - he
had one case three decades ago and said th e nominee pract iced·
"judici al act ivis m in th e extre me ...
Thurmo nd d efe nd ed Si ega n.
saying hi s j ud icial philoso phy
"shou ld not be t he s ingle crite ria"
fo r judging him . H e added "nothin g: nhout his character, ex pe ri ence
o r bac kgrou nd" sh ou ld d isqualify
him from se rving on t he co urt.
S ieg-a n we nt fo r afi eld o f th e S upreme Co urt wh e11 he wro le t ha t
th e 195 4 decision outlaw ing sc hool
segregation was corred hu t was decided by faulty reaso nin g.
The la ndm a rk ru ling, he sa id,
s hould ha ve bee n based on I he
right of black stud ents to travel to
th e sc hoo ls of th e ir c h o ice. His
critics said t his \\'Ould have left stu•
de n ts at the sc h oolhou se door,
without guara nteeing a sea t inside.
1
S iega n sa id praye r in sc hoo ls
cou ld be constitutional, a lthoug h
th e S upreme Court has said otherwis e. He wrote that equ a l weig ht
shou ld be given to prope rty ri ghts
a nd huma n rig hts. And h e sai d
fram ers o f the 14t h Amendm ent,
whi ch gua rantees basic freedo ms,
n evn in te nded its scope t o be as
broad as t hat defined by t he S u preme Cou rt.
Siega 11, 63, tried to sa ve his trou bled no minal.ion a t a llf'ar ing last
F eb ru arv, when he told th e committ ee· l~ c would fo llow Supreme
Cou rt rn lings and not. his ow n feelings, if a lproved hy t he Senate. -
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QUIET ON THE SET - Father Ron Pachence reviews a tape for the vldeodocumentary series "The Church In Transition." A professor of religious studies at the
University of San Diego, Father Pachence Is writi ng, hosting and producing the
eight-part series that f9cuses on Important Issues facing the church. The show will
be broadcast by th'j CaltJollc Television Network In Menlo Park, Calif.

Local priest uses TV

1----r·-to,~addres s key issues
By Maureen Nue1ca
Southern Cro11

Father Ron
ALCALA PARK Pachence, a l/_ni "'..~.!!!!Y.. of Sao Diego
religious studies instructor , has put away
the chalk and schoolbooks for came ras
and scripts.
As part of a sabbatical project, Father
Pachence is the writer, host and program
director of an eight ·part videodocument·
ar y entitled, 1 'The C hur ch in
Transition."
Produced by the Catholic Television
Network (CTN) in Menlo Park, Calif.,
the series Will explore different ways in
which the church has grown and
developed over the past qu arte r century.
"The church has always been growing.
'The Church in Transition' seeks to help
Catholics better understand the church,"
explained Father Pachence.
The series will address eight issues of
concern through historical background,
questions , interviews and theological
reflection, he said.
The eight topics arc the co ncept of
change in the church; trends in biblical
studies; developments in thinking about
the local church ; the sacraments
presented as living signs of God's real
presensC i~ the world; sin; the obligation
of ministry incumbent on everyone; the
role of women in the church; and peace
.
and justice.
Each p,ygram runs ; 28 minutes and
consists of a stateme6t of the issue at
hand, field interviews , studio interviews
and historical reflections. Each show will
offer suggestions and 'solutions, he said.
For each segment, people from the San
Diego and San Jose dioce9Cs were
interviewed . Father Pachence has
interviewed professors, youth ministen,
secretaries, teen-agen and journalists.
By the time th e production is
rompleted 90metime in December, Father

18 - Southern Cron, July 111, 1988

Pachence wi ll have spoke n with over 50
people, obtaining the widest possible cross
section.
In the studio interviews, Deacon
Marvin Threatt from Christ the King
parish in San Diego, and Father Douglas
Re gin , pastor of St. Francis Church in
Vista , will comment on peace and justi ce.
The targeted audience is ''high school
level to people in the pews/' said Father
Pachence.
Although "The Church in Transition"
will only be seen in the Bay area, Father
Pachcnce is exploring the possibility of
marketing the series for distribution to
individual s, parishes and media centers.
The program wou ld be useful to youth
groups, the Rite of Christian Initiation
for AduJls, or an y type of discussion
group because it poses questions about
important and timely is.mes, said Father
Pachence.
The priest said that any capital he
receives from marketing the video will be
returned to CTN to cover production
costs and help similar programs.
Although his duties in this project arc
quite extensive, Father Pachence said he
is not hesitant about undertaking the task.
Previous involvement with broadcast
television has given him the capabilities to
produce the show.
His credits include writing and on·
camera experience with ''Sunday
Focus,' ' a local ecumenical religious news
program and an audio series published by
WinterSun. Father Pachence was al~
Channel 10's commentator for Pope john
Paul Il's ten-day visi t in September 1987.
Despite the current problems tele·
evangelization has experienced, Father
Pachence believes it is a much needed
ministry in the church.
"The Catholic Church ha, a golden
opportunity to get into telecom•
munication, particularly for rcJigi ous'
education . lfwe don't, we 're missing the
/
boai," he said.
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Siegan Rejected for :j
U.S. Appeals ~ourt ·.·

'
I
. "
'
''
By DAVID G. SAVAGE, J:im~~taji-Writer
W ASHINGTON-tl,e 13enat~ approve controversial court noml- ·
·
Judici ary Committee Thursday nees.
The rejection of Siegan "marks
voted down the nomination of
the end of the Meese era in judicial ·
University_(){ San Diego law prolessor Bei'iiarcf1r.Siegan to serve selection," proclaimed People for
on the fed eral appellate court in the American Way, a liberal lobby
California, making Siegan the first group that has fought several Reaof President R eagan's appeals gan court nominees.
"By voting against Bernard Siecourt nominees to be defeated.
Eight Democrats voted against gan, the Senate Judiciary CommitSiegan, a conservative scholar and tee has once again made clear that
nominations made on the basis of
friend ol outgoing Atty. Gen. Edwin Meese Ill, and six Republicans ideology-not merit-are unac-.
voted !or him. A Republican effort ceptable to the American people,"
Aaocl•""'"""'
to send the nomination to the said Melanne Verveer, vice pres!- ;
Bernard H. Siegan
.
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lations such as zoning are unconstiSiegan refused to withdraw despite Jeffery D. Tro\ltt, a director of the
tutional.
repeated signals from the commit- group, said, "Bernie's only sin is
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when it agreed to permit the
printing ol paper money because
the Constitution itself refers only to
the making of "gold and silver
coin. "
More recently, Siegan said that
the high court was wrong when it
outlawed state-sponsored school
prayers and that the 1954 ruling
bannmg school segregation was
faulty.
Aeling Senate Judiciary Committee Chai r man Edward M. Ken nedy (D-Mass.) said that Siegan ·s
views are extreme and "out al the
mainstream" of American la w.
Moreover , he said, the law profes sor's libertarian approach to issues
such as zoning would allow courts
to get involved in all manner of
local and state government deci sions. Other Democrats citied Sie gan's lack of federal court experience in voting against him.
Republicans denounced the
tion as political. "It is a shame not
to have someone of his qualifications and ability on the federal
bench, " said Sen. Orrin Hatch
(R - Utah).
In 7 ½ years, Reagan has named
273 ol the 575 judges in the threetiered federal court system , according lo the Congressional Research Service. In the middle tierthdc appheliale courts-81 of 164
JU ges ave been appointed by
Reagan.
Despite the liberal furor over
some Reagan court nominees, few
have been rejected. The Judiciary
Committee blocked district court
nominee J efferson Sessions of Ala bama in 1986, and the Senate
defeated Supreme Court nominee
Robert H. Bork last year. Daniel
Manion of Indiana !ailed to win
fodiciary Committee approval for
hts appeals court nomination in
1986. but he won by a single. vote
on the Senate floor.
Siegan's defeat leaves three vacancies ~n the U.S. 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals, which covers
California and eight other Western
states.
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WASHING~S p ittingalongpartisan lines, the Senate Judiciary Committee yesterday rejected the controversial
nomination of Bernard Sjegan to the
Court of Appeals for the Nfnth Circuit in
San Francisco.
It was only the third time the committee has rejected one of President
Reagan's nominees to the federal
courts: he has appointed 340 federal
judges.
The committee also recommended
confirmation of four district court nominees: Richard Voorhees, for the Western District of North Carolina; Karl Forester, for the Eastern District of Kentucky; Fern Smith for the Northern District of California; and Jan DuBois, for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Siegan, a professor-aHhe-Yniversity of San Diego Law School, was
vigoroosl~coalition that helped defeat Robert Bork's
nomination to the Supreme Court last
; year. Following the Siegan nomination
! early in 1987, those groups made his de., feat a tdp priority and yesterday were
, quick to claim victory.
"The .committee's action, together
with the recent resignation of Ed Meese,
marks the end of the Meese era In judicial selection," said Melanne Verveer, a
spokesman for People for the American
Way.
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"Splrltuallty and Theology," a
summer lecture series begins
July 18, 7-9 p.m., at Manchester
Conference Center. Bishop
Kenneth Untener from the
Diocese of Saginaw, Mich., will
be the keynote speaker. On July
20, 7-9 p.m., Bishop Thomas
Gumbteton of Detroit will be the
keynote speaker. Archbishop
Thomas J. Murphy, Coadjutor
archbishop of Seattle,
Washington, will speak July 25·
26. On July 27, Bishop Cart
Fisher, auxiliary bishop of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles, will
be the guest speaker. Sponsored
by the Office of Continuing
Education. Cost is $15 per night
or $80 for the four lectures. Call
260-4585 for details.
Dick Braun Orchestra presents
a 13-piece traditional Dixieland
jazz band July 21, 7:30 p.m., at
Manchester Auditorium. Free.
:
i Sponsored by the Office of
Continuing Education. For further j
information, call 260-4585.
"Creative Kids '88," a program
to help students stretch their
creative abilities, will be held
July 25-Aug. 25. Cost is $55-60
plus $150 for special afternoon
activities. Call 260-4585.
Sports camps for boys and
girls ages 8-18 will be held in
July and August. Cost is $295 per
week for resident camp or
$165-$200 per week for day camp.
Sessions In tournament and
basic tennis, competitive
swimming, basketball, soccer,
football, volleyball, baseball and
outdoor wilderness will be
offered. For ~ore, call 26Q..4593L
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- -~_,___- c-J ones' college pledge
is making 'Believers'
By John Gaines
Slaff Writer

Sandra Hull knows what it's like to
see opportunity slip away. About 17
years ago, as a San Diego High
School senior, she won a college
scholarship. She was six months
pregnant at graduation, however,
and never earned that coveted university degree.
Now the Southeast San Diego
woman's youngest son , Marlon
McWilson, has an even grander O!)portunity: at the age of 12, Marlon
has a guarantee that his college education, like those of his former class. mates at Kennedy Elementary
School, will be paid for. All Marlon
has lo do is slay out of trouble, and
The San Diego Union/Scott Linnett
make the kin<l, of grades college reCoordinator Jeff Carroll, left, talks to stu- work·. The students, formerly of Kennedy Ele- quires.
"ll's there, on a silver platter,"
/lents Shanita Duncan, Joanna Whitley and mentary, participate In "Project I Believe,"
Huff, a single parent, has told her
Shannon Jones about next year's school which promises them a college education.

J

son. "You'd be a fool lo throw it
away."
Getting youngsters like Marlon a capable boy who in the past has
been known to run with the wrong
crowd, his mother says - in a position lo take advantage of that opportunity is what Year One of "Project I
Believe" has been all about.
The project, announced in 1987 by
~

See College on Page / 4 i
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former San Diego City Councilman
_William Jones, promised to pay for
the post-secondary education of 68
~ludents in last year's sixth-grade
class at Kennedy, a Southeast school
in an area plagued by a high dropout
rate and gang activity.
\ This Saturday al the Town and
Country Hotel the remaining 67 students of Kennedy's class of '87 - one
girl has moved out of the area - will
be honored at a dinner that should
help raise part of the substantial sum
of money st ill needed to back up
Jones' grand promise.
' Jones, 33, who spent the year al
Harvard University in the school's
Master's of Business Administration
program, says he is satisfied with the
pr9ject's progress.
'. "It's been a big year, for the slu:denls and for me," says Jones, a softs poken man who currently is work;ing with an investment firm in San
r rancisco.
, "Some students have been at every
:single event we'.ve had," he says. At
:the same time, "There are some par:ents who I don't think have recoglnized the importance of this for the
studenl."
1
1 Efforts like that of Jones and the
:organization have become wide'. spread since New York multimillion- .
_: aire Eugene Lang launched the "I
'. Have a Dream" Foundation at his old
elementary school in Harlem seven
:years ago. Tony Lopez, director of
'support services for Lang's Foundation, says there are at least 62 similar projects in cities throughout the
country today.
; The most difficult years in those
endeavors are the early ones, Lopez
-says. "The first years are when the
bonding ... takes place," Lopez says.
: In San Diego, the early signs have
been good, but it has been anything
but easy.
,: When the students graduated from
.Kennedy they spread out to junior
highs across the city. Most attend
nearby Gompers Secondary School
or Standley Junior High, but together
. the 67 students are scattered among
11 schools. That has made ii more
difficult to create a sense of cameraderie for which the project is striving.
: ' "The change from the sixth grade
to the seventh grade is a big one,"
. ,says Jeff Carroll, a former Marine

File photo

William Jones

Project foun~er

students recommended that Jones
"work out a schedule" which would
help him get his work done and ease
the pressure, and Jones agreed that
be certainly shculd.
As for the youngsters, Carroll has
seen most of their report cards and
says that all of those students were
successfully promoted to the eighth
grade. There have been no problems
at juvenile court, he said.
And Edward Cain, the principal at
Kennedy, says he was encouraged
when a few parents of the class of '87
called for help in finding tutors for
their youngsters. Cain referred them
to the project, and a tutor was found.
Jones and his organization have
. several plans for Year Two. Contracts are being drawn that reflect
both what the project expects from
parents and students and the financial commitment the organization is
making.
Barry Schultz, a project trustee
and an attorney, says the documents
are intended somewhat as friendly
agreements but says also they will
have some clout. Project officials
add that the contracts will help bolster their credibility with any skeptical parents.
Tutorial and support efforts for
parents and students also are being
sought, and Jones says he wants the
students to have more say in the
workings of the group.
A.rid while the effort is primarily

officer who is now the project's coordinator. "They're going from the
prestige of being al the top of the line
at Kennedy to being low man on the
totem pole" on a new campus.
Some of the Kennedy families
moved - the neighborhood is highly
transient - but did not notify the
project of their new addresses. Carroll, operating at times by word-of,
mouth, had to track them down.
Kennedy has become a more ethnically diverse school since Jones attended there more than 20 years ago.
About 22 percent of the class is Laotian. While Carroll says those families are among the project's most ardent supporters, a language barrier
slowed the work. The project has
since hired a translator.
During the year, the "Believers,'(
as Carroll calls them, had several ac- 1
tivities. They had a retreat at the I
Univ~ of San Diego to get a first- ,
hand sensi,·m-t!fe at college, and ·
some of the students had never been '
on a university campus before.
There were parties and picnics, I
and a study skills workshop to ini- ·
prove the students' work habits. A
family support group was inaugurated, because getting parents involved
"is winning more than half the battle," Carroll says. And the students .
also heard a talk by a teen-ager who '
was involved in gang activity - and
caught himself in time to become a
·
good student.
All the while, Jones flashed in and
out of their lives on whirlwind visits
from Cambridge, or telephoned the
youngsters with advice. Sometimes,
the advice traveled both ways.
"They asked me how I was doing
at Harvard and I told them, 'Boy, it's
tough,' I' Jones recalled. One of the

.

I,

intended to provide support for the
youngsters and get them through
high school successfully, there is the
matter of money.
Prior to the money raised from
ticket sales for Saturday's dinner,
Project I Believe had spent slightly
less than $10,000 in the past year and
had $124,000 in its coffers. Schultz
says the latest estimate is that it will
take about $2 million to see the
promise through, although a number
of variables - whether to include
room and board, for example - are '
undetermined.
In the meantime, a few parents
say they are seeing a small change in
their childrens' lives. Marlon's family, with Carroll's help, has moved
away from some of the kids his
mother didn't want her son hanging
around. Marlon says he has more incentive to perform well, in school
and out.
And, as a single parent, Hull says
the help the organization is providing
is inV1lluable.
"We are communicating better,
and I'm l!oing more 'mother stuff because I'm feeling less pressured," she
said. "I have someone - I can pick
up the phone - who cares about my
child."
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iversit of San Diego has been issued a
, p e r m i t ~ 25,799-square -foot structure at
j 5904 Marian Way. The permit has an assessed
' valuation of $2.1B million . Trepte Construction
Co. will build the structure which wv designed
~
by Eliot Schulnlk.
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"Mr. §iegan~ w ~ o com- :
ment," a U§Q_.spokesman said
Friday, an'cfTndeed, Bernie Sigen,
63, didn't respond to a call to his La
Jolla home. The USD law professor
didn't get the appointment to the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals he
fought for the past 18 months. The ·
Democratic-led Senate Judiciary
Committee voted 8-6 along party
lines to reject Siegan, a friend of
outgoing Attorney General Edwin
Meese. A Republican attempt at
least to send the nomination to the
full Senate with an unfavorable
recommendation failed on a 7-7
vote.

* * *
Siegan's rejection marks President Reagan's first defeat in a
nomination to the appeals court
level , while one waits before thE
full Senate with a "no recommen
dation" from the committee. ThE
president has named 273 of the 57E
judges in the federal court system
and has lost only in the case of Jef.
/ferson Sessions, nominated to the
federal trial court in Alabama, and
. Robert Bork, his choice for the
Supreme Court. Siegan refused to
withdraw despite clear signs the
committee would spurn him for his
views - he wrote that environmental and economic regulations
such as zoning are unconstitutional, for example - and lack of
federal courtroom experience.

* * *
People for the American Way,
the liberal citizens lobby group,
said Siegan's rejection "marks the ·
end of the Meese era in judicial
selection." The conservative Free
Congress Research and Education
Foundation countered that Siegan
was the victim of "a multimilliondollar political campaign of lies,
distortions and half-truths."
.f
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Siegan is a Univ~ity of §2n
~·:. . · D i ~ r of constitutional law
wtio has excellent credentials to
· "•
serve on the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
- Appeals.
::::: His only problem, however, is that
::::Professor Siegan is a conservative who,
::.like former Judge Robert Bork, does not
.....agree with all of the decisions handed
:::down by the U.S. Supreme Court.
When President Reagan's nomination of
:.:::Mr. Siegan to the appeals court was
.:"submitted last week to the Senate Judi·.-::ciary Committee - which is dominated by
::sen. Ted Kennedy a nd his liberal col.: ;,leagues - committee members responded
·- much the way a fighting bull reacts when
a red flag is waved in front of it.
The Kennedy clones jumped on Mr.
Siegan for not having already served on a
. lower federal court, although many
;;_ appeals court justices have been con::.:firmed even though they had no such prior
:: experience. The 8-6 vote rejecting Profes;::;: sor Siegan's appointment to the courl was
:.. enveloped in the typical liberal "lack of
-:-.:: experience" smokescreen designed to hide
their dislike of his conservative views.
Q

"
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Since taking over the Senate in 1986,
Democratic liberals have submitted all of
President Reagan's judicial nominees to
the kind of political litmus test that makes
a mockery of the entire confirmation
process. Senators are supposed to look at
the qualifications of judicial nominees, not
their political views .
The professor told the senators that he
would, as judges are supposed to do, follow
the law as laid down by the Supreme
Court. "There are times when I rule
contrary to my own feelings," Mr. Siegan
told the Senators.
Of course the Judiciary Committee
Democrats - who would probably give
quick approval to a nominee just out of
law school if the proper liberal slant were
part of the package - slammed the door
on Professor Siegan's nomination. Numerous other appointments by Mr. Reagan are
being held hostage by the Judiciary Committee, partly in the hope that fellow
liberal Michael Dukakis will take over the
White House. Senate Democrats are playing a crude game of partisan politics with
Mr. Reagan's judicial nominees. This is
something voters should remember when
they go to the polls on Nov. 8.
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Museum keeps
·
Te/-:ni§ter' 86.,. ~11:k.t
t,
trucking aloi,.g
~'t~"I'

By Jimmy Thornton

·
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,
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Trjbune Staff Writer

•

AMBERT NINTEMAN stood tall and lean inside the barn-like museum, well-worn Stetson
squarely atop his head. He could have passed
for one of the good guys·in an old cowboy matinee as
he examined a 1902 Ohio Engine, built the year be
1
'l
was born.
Ninteman is chairman of the board, chief executive''
officer and land manager, of the l
NEIGHBORS sprawling Antique Gas and Steam ,
Engine Museum in Vista. He's also
I
older than many of the exhibits.
In fact, Lambert Ninteman, 86, is a walking, talk•
'1"
·
Ing museum himself.
"I grew up with this century," he said. "We were
I
~
teen-agers together."
He's certified, too. In May, he was proclaimed a ,.
founder of the American trucking industry by the ,
American Truck Historical Society, which presented
him with a plaque recognizing a career that goes
·
back to the days of Model T Fords.
Tribune photo by Tbomas B. Szalay
,
He witnessed firsthand the transition from 20-mule .
•
. ,.
teams to cumbersome motor trucks that required all ;;. ,.;
I grew up with this century
Nlnteman.
,Lambert
them.
steer
to
muster
the might a strong man could
Today, Ninleman Is semi-retired. He still heads the
family business, L.J. Ninleman Construction co ' um, where old tractors and large engines are disEscondido, the general construction firm he ran fo~ ··' played outdoors and In huge barns on the outskirts of
·
40 years. He built some of San Diego's· iandmarks · · Vista.
Ninteman, a seventh-grade dropout, devotes 35
including the UniYea;ity of San.Virgo •~d the Imma; "
hours a week to managing the museum
culata Catholic Church in Linda Vista: ·' '
"We're preserving a vanishing America," he said,
"Building the University of San Diego was my ·
pnde and joy," he said. His Stetson Is a classy 1 then looked lo see If that fact had been jotted down
Many people havr read about old times when enmemento from RE. Hazard, who supplied.construegines replaced horses - or they heard the folk ballad
hon materials for the project.
. "Pappy (R.E.) Hazard gave me this Stetson at the of John Henry, the steel-driving man who died in a
time. I ordered a million bricks for the university : duel with a machine.
Well, Ninleman tells you how ii really was - the
project (in 1950) - and Pappy's son, Bruce, presented
way he lived it.
lh,!' Stetson to me because It was the biggeiit order of
And that's what he h done for 18 years at the
bricks they'd ever had."
'
Please see NINTEMA.N: -3, Col. J
Another "pride and joy" of Ninleman is tbe muse-
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NINTEMAN: Remembers good old days
1

Continued From D-I
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big accident."

museum, which he and and other his- · His brother, a truck driver, was
tory bulls developed on 40 acres of ' Injured, and young Ninleman recounty land they lease for $1 a year. · placed him behind the wheel. His
Ninteman is a native Minnesotan horse-and-buggy days were over.
The Ninteman family served as
who went to school in Wisconsin and
moved to Southern. California in 1914. agent for Bekins Van & Storage.
Al the Vista museum, he relives
Two years later in Monrovia (near
Pasadena), he drove his first car this colorful past when discussing exlike the millwright shop he dehibits
while he was still 13.
"The last experience I had with signed and built.
Many visitors share the memories
horses or mules was al Big Bear
' with him. Some stay all day, he said.
Lake in 1924," he recalled.
50,000 people a year come to
About
The
superintendent.
road
was
He
animals pulled grading equipment on tour the museum, he said, most dur·ing the twice-a-year shows when the
a highway project.
"Just a few days after I learned machinery is paraded on museum
how to handle a jerk line (for steer- grounds. (The next show will be Oct.
__ _
ing the 1,ead mules), there wa~ . this t 15, 16, 22 a~

Ninteman said the most memorable visitor he recalls was a retired
Australian construction worker in his
90s. He had heard that the museum
had a 1917 Hillside Harvester in running condition. The old-timer had op- .
eraled one as a youth in the San Joaquin Valley.
A few years ago, the man flew in
and spent the day driving ii "for one
last time."
"When the day was through,"
Ninleman recalled, "he said, 'Thank
· you, gentlemen,' and he took a plane
and flew back to Australia."
Ninleman understood the old Aussie's nostalgia. He lives it himself
every day.
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Unde~ 1t,~;io n which took effeet July 1, S uperior Court judges
are now on call 24 hours a day to
iss ue ternpor nry restrain ing orders
in domesti c violence cases.
The county 's 58 judges can expeel duty about once every two
monlhs . includin g 5 p.m. to 8 a.m.
on weekda ys a long with weeken ds
and holidays.
"This im poses a much greater
mandat e on th e judges," said Mike
Roddy , directo r of branch operations for S uperior Court who
helped implem ent the program in
Sa n Diego.
Onesce nariom ightbea sfollow s:
A police offi ce r respond s to a
domest ic violence call and a n er
determ i nin g that someon e is in
im mine nt danger will contact the
duty judge, who will either be at
home m· have one of four cellula r
phones if he or she is at a restaura nt, let's say.
Based on informa tion provide d

domest ic violence iss~e in recent
years. "Officers are much more
aware." One of the reasons , she
not.ed, may be the practica l aspect
th at if they're not sensitiv e to the
issue th ey " may.~ their name in
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law.
"They (800 uniform ed San Diego
officers) h ave to be trained ," said
Lord. who expects that t his will be
done through a departm ent · wide
videota pe.
She fe lt , though , lhal there has
"been a se nsitizat ion" among offi cers about the seriou s ness or the
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Each month the 55 Alive ..
Mature Driving Class is held al
The Eye Phy s iciahs
Medical / Surgical · Cemer, 681
Third Ave., Chula Vista. This
two-part class refreshes th< driving skills of those 55 or older and
is sponsored by the American
South Bay S~niors ,
Association or Retired Person~
along with the San Diego County
Area Agency ·o n Aging.
wears conven-.
The July classes will be held ort.
or kno,"{t sothe 26th and 28th from 8:30 a.m .. ,
.,--"-'--'
·~-~--+-'---...
is
size
class
until noon. Since
1

limited, prior reservations must

• be made by calling 560,2560
· (collect calls accepled .i There is 'a
: small ree for malerfals. and the
: §alifornia Department 01 Motor
.y ehicle _C;ertlficate, ($7 n1a1erials,
Ceruf,cate - Total U.) ·
'f Since The Eye Physicians ,
• Medical Sur8,ical Center is Where ·
! I am employed, it is my good for-

I· v

1

: tune to have observed how very

: well attended these classes are.
: John Greene, who is one of the .
: instructors, is a recipient of a

l

•Presidential C itation for his work1
I
-~ith this program.
:: These July classes could be fill- 1·
. .,ed to capacity, but if readers are
~tnterested in taking one of these 1 j
:c ourses more information can be ,

:obtained by the aforementioned

.

~e}ephon~ .~u"!b;r ~ , ·~

.

c

The Chula Vista Social Securi- ·
office is moving to 380 Third
, Ave., Suite B, Chula Vista, CA
;92010.
In an interview with Frances
~
: Morales, field representative of ·
h he Chula Vista District Office
· she said, "we will be open for
· business at our new location on
; Aug. I. The office hours are
; frcim 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Mon"'"'
; ~ay through Friday."
~-• Frances, who recentl y r:etired
; has been called back lo assist in
; her fi eld work until Sept. 30.
: "Most Social Securi.ty business
, can be hnndled by phone."
i Frances added , "To save yourself
; time, why not· call before you
: visit. The telephone number is
', .
: 238-1800."
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Supervisor Brian P. Bilbray
: will be the guest lecturer at the
~University of San Diego's
University ror the I mra' Age
Series on July 28 . ' The supervisor's subject will be Growth
·
Management. •
This lecture series is designed
features
and
seniors
for
primarily
specialists in various fields as
guest lecturers. For more infor-1
mat ion in regard to this course of
San Diego University's Extension '
Division call 260-4585.
Aug. 7, has been selected for
the annual presentation of "Sundae For Seniors ." This fun getr
together of South Bay seniors will
be rrom noon until 3 p.m . at
Lauderbach Communit y Center,
. 333 Oxford Street, Chula Vista.
! It features much good entertain, ment , many door pri zes, ·
delicious , sundaes and much, ... ,l
muc h information helpful to oµr
age group.
Besides 1he entcrtainmenl , the
fire departmenta , from Chula
Vista and Nat ional City as well as
the American Red Cross will be
presenting exhibitions.
All seniors are welcome to attend. As in the past these retes are
present ed by the assembl yman or
this districl, Steve Peace, his office staff and volunteers. Unlike
most political events of t11is
nature, there will be no politick·ing by the Assemblyman, nbr is it
limit ed to anyone or a special
party. It is just-a day for folks lo
,
,
enjoy .
,j

....

Of the' 30 million Americans
who wear dentures , 10 percenl ,

iunity Room in weeks, we can watch the oppos
meone who does, can learn about McMillan Comm
.
dates
candi
its
select
party
Shopping Cente r, tion
the benefits of perm anent dental the Terra Nova
In the past, there was more surt, Chul a Vista.
Stree
H
East
320
16
Aug.
e
implants at a free lectur
in these selections. This
prise
·
and
n
matio
infor
r
For furthe
from 6 to 7 p.m. Perm anent denver. even the "VP "
howe
year,
\ reser vatio ns .call_, Dr. · . Oarsh .. .
1 tal impla nts is a new procedure
to have received
seem~
dates
candi
'
r
',
restores natur al eating ability .420-3311. .
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-.California's
.
:delegates
had imp~ct
"

By Mar~ Simon

a:\~

Times Tribune staff

ATLANTA - For the last
three presidential campaigns,
Californians have gone to the
Democratic National Conven•
!Ion as a dissident bloc, representing the largest single group
or votes for the eventual loser
In the race tor the party nom•
!nation.
This week, Californians were
the largest bloc of support for
party nominee Massachusetts
Gov. Michael Dukakis. and the
reward was a thrill that some
of the delegates will remember
the rest of their lives.
California provided the delegate votes Wednesday night to
put Dukakls above the number
he needed to win the nomina•
!Ion.
It was a moment carefully
stage-managed by the Dukakls
Please se: I M P ~

IMPACT
: ~ ":
1 , ., Continued from A-1
c:ainpalgn, planned over sever-al
!lours and Intended to symbolize
the key status or California In the
. i;ace ·ror the presidency.
...it put the delegation, and Its
ohaliman, LL Gov. Leo McCarthy,
ill.the national spotlight, and delegates still were bubbling about the
moment Thursday at the final session of the convention.
,.4lt was unbelievable," said
McCarthy.
;:-;Jhere Is a unique sense or hls(b(y about the nomination of a
11~ei;ident To play a significant role
ln.~at nomination was very excit•
Ing. ... In 24 years or public life, it's
cine. or the nicest personal experl•
ences I've ever had. I never want
tb, grow blase about this process,"
~cCarthy said.
: ,::It was one or the most exciting
things I've ever done in my entire
ifre," said Andrea Lelderman,
chairwoman of the Santa Clara
E:o.u:nty Democratic Party and a
delegate from the 12th Congres•
slonal District (Hillsborough to
Scotts Valley) .
; .Leiderman was preparing for
the, Thursday evening session. She
v,as-:holding a sign that read, "Hi
~om and Dad."
-~"I'm never going to forget the
feeling I had when that happened.
Jl""made us feel so special. We've
always felt we were special. but
$\'e've not always been treated that
'JIBY:' she said.
• For George Marcus of Los Altos
Hills, the week at the convention
Jias been a constant whirl of Greek•
American parties, standing in line
lor convention sessions, weighty
speeches and hurried evening
Jlleals of ice cream in the conven•
tlon hall.
: Marcus, of the Palo Alto real esµi te development firm Marcus &
Mlllicbap, Is Northern California ti·
nance chairman for Dukakls, a re-

sponsibility that won him an ap•
pointment as a delegate to his first
national convention. ,
"It was somewhere between
probably the most serious and consequential act of my life, and Disneyland," Marcus said from his
seat with the California delegation.
As be spoke, ice cream dripped
down bis hand.
Marcus said It took him some
time to learn the ropes.
On Monday, be was instructed to
arrive at the convention at 5 p.m.,
and he did, along with several
other !lrst-tlmers. And there they
sat for three hours, until everybody
else showed up and the convention
business got underway.
. Marcus, like Dukakls a GreekAmerican, said much of bis scbed•
ule or spare time was spent at par•
ties In which the Greek-American
community expressed Its support
for the Democratic nominee.
. ; ."You can see It everywhere,"
Marcus said. "The pride ls every•
wbere - in the handshakes, the
hellos."
·
• Fo(mer Ass.e mblyman. Lou
Papan, an elected delegate !tom~
the 11th Congressional District
(Daly City to Redwood City), and
also a Greek-American, said be felt
a similar pride. .
."He's a candidate who ls follow•
Ing the Ideas sent over here by our
forefathers," Papan said. "I think
Thomas Jefferson would be proud
or this convention, bcause he was a
great scholar of the Greeks."
• San Mateo County Supervisor
Anna E.shoo, the Democratic nomi•
nee in the 12th Congressional Distrlct, met Dukakis Thursday at a
meeting be held with candidates in
key, targeted congressional races.
He moved to her, put bis arm
around her shoulder, squeezed and
said her eyes and eyebrows made
him think she must be Greek. No,
but you're close, E.sboo told him.
"People say he's cold, but I'll tell
you, he's got some fire In the furnace," E.sboo said.
Dukakls also proved conversant

on E.sboo's campaign, offering up no Jackson defections.
detalis of the campaign without
For Becks, that meant starting
prompting.
work at 6 a.m. and getting to bed at
"What cheered me the most was 4 a.m. the next day.
that the next president of the Unit"I knew it was going to be busy. I
ed States said I was going to win did not consider that It was going to
this seat," E.sboo said.
be this busy. It's going to take me
E.shoo, a delegate by virtue or two days to recover," she said .
her membership on the DemocratBut If she is physically tired, she
le National Committee, spent a views with vigor the future role or
good portion of the week meeting the Jackson coalition In the Demomembers of Congress, meeting past cratlc Party.
and would-be campaign contribuShe will be watching closely to
tors and attending a number of re- see bow Jackson and key Jackson
ceptlons held for congressional o!!lclals are Included In party matcandidates.
~
ters and the general election camE.sboo also bowed out of attend• palgn.
•
Ing two of the convention sessions
And In the meantlme, she said, a
- the session Tuesday at wh!ch solid base has been formed for adthe Rev. Jesse Jackson spoke, and vancement of the Jackson forces
Thursday's session at whleh Duka· within the party.
kls delivered his- acceptance
"I really believe the Democratic
speech.
·• , : Party Is ours and we need to reEsboo's seat In the convention clalm It and expand It," she said.
-was occupied Instead by her 19·
• Keith Archuleta, an assistant
year-old daughter Karen, a student dean at Stanford and a Jackson delat the University of S•o piego who egate and whip, said tile convenwas attending her first convention. tlon was a deeply personal experl• "With any birth there is both ence.
pain-and Joy," Said Elena BecRs, a 0 • Born lo-Denver, raised In North
Jackson delegate from East Palo Carolina, Archuleta said he grew
Alto.
up in a segregated South.
Wearing the lime green vest atJackson's speech Tuesday night
tendant with her position as a Jack- and bis historic nomination for
son floor whip, Becks stood at her president Wednesd8,¥ night "make
seat in the California delegation you very proud and let you know
and contemplated the crowd things can change. It also lets you
around her, preparing for a cele- know bow far there Is to go," Arbratlon of Dukakls.
.
chuleta said.
For Jackson delegates, the conOn Tuesday night, a number of
vention was a joy and a disappoint• Dukakls delegates gave up t_heir
ment, ii was history and a sense of passes to Jackson supporters so
history yet to be made.
they could altend the speech.
As a whip, Becks and others
"We appreciated It, too. It maybe
worked late into the night, planning hard for them to see that, 1?J!t_we
strategy on platform issues, prepar- do," Archuleta said.
-') q~
Ing for the outcome or high-level
"There is so much nis!ory to
negotiations, establishing uniform overcome. For so many peopl e,
positions to be taken by Jackson Just one night may not have been
delegates.
enough. It's Just one night Every
The Jackson delegates were one of the speakers got up and said
praised universally for their so- bow great a speaker Jesse Jackson
phisticated political discipilne. II was and how Important the Issues
only a few Dukakls delegates de- were that be raised. But they didn't
!ected on key plal!orm Issues, It is support him. We appreciate that
equal!: ~~~w~rthy th~
ere night, but i~'s ~ust one ~~ghL/
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Professor Siegan's rejection
·:·
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Your fctftorial (July 18) on the re- '
jection of Bernard Siegan is another
example of distorted nonsense.
Siegan holds economic views largely
discounted by reputable constitutional scholars. He has negligible judicial
eXp'erience .

.. He was put up for appeals by his
California pals with the connivance
· of Ed Meese, whose praises you sang
uhtil it became embarrassing to do
so . and you jumped on the dumpr,;t,•ese bandwagon. Now that Siegan
has been dumped as well, you cry
abolit a "liberal" hatchet job.
1
There are hundreds of thousands of
lawyers with better qualifications
than Siegan. He just had more pull
with the California Republican
party. Rather than being a dark
chapter, I consider his rejection quite
appropriate, when one sees bow he
got the nomination in the first place.
MICHAEL SUOZZI
·· San Diego
" Ohce more the liberal-Democrat ,
!'~He h mob in the Senate bas
"trashed" an eminently qualified
ca'Ndidate for the federal bench, Professor Bernard Siegan of the University of San Diego Law School.
; As was true of Judge Bork, Siegan
is; a man of unquestioned integrity
and impeccable character. It is interesting to contrast these two victims
of ·cheap, partisan politics with the
three leaders of the lynch mob:
"The moral leper, Edward Kennedy
ol Ghappaquidick fame, "plagiarizing
Joe'' Biden, and Howard Metzenb~llm, who achieved notoriety when
h~ · was caught soliciting payoffs
from Washington developers.
"God help our nation when politiclti~s of this stripe are able to sit in
judgment on the integrity and character of nominees for the federal
bench. The federal judiciary should
not•be politicized.
,;1he election of Gov. Dukakis will
make this bad situation even worse.
FREDERICK W. DOW
Carlsbad
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SiegallWerk~Oll) ,i

\:~:tt~Q!~st·I
:,.Will Disc~ss Tr~~~ment; (
Including 'Hostility' From /
·)~-Month ~enate Review i
By JOE NABBEFELD
San Diego Daily Transcript Staff Writer

Just a week aftet•a ·Democrat-led
Senate committee rejected his
Reagan appointment as an appeals
court judge, Un~rsity of _§an ,
Dieg8...._law professo~ ~rnarc!,
Siecyn has already begun writi,ng
ia · book ~ about the. experien~~• of ,
·~·~'4 ' · ,. .: ·
t collrse. ' •·
The book, Siegan said in an in- :
;terview·· Friday from · his · La Jolla
· home; will document his dealings
' as a Ninth ¢ircuit Court of Appeals
nominee with the press, the' public
'. interest groups that worked hard
to oppose him during his 18-month
Senate review,: and the politicians
involved, both those who supported
him and those who opposed him,
The book, which would be 63-,
year-old Siegan's fifth, is merely in
the outline stage now, he said, and
no publisher has yet paid an ad.ranee for it. He'll relax and work
,on the book for the remaining 1 ½
'months of his summer -before returning to 1USD to..t~ac4 col).stitu' · .·
~ion~l laW .. . · • ,:.'?,.
A tough interviewee who doesn't
provide many details even when
prodded, Siegan said · little ~. else
Jabout -th~, book otheii than; <"It's
nec;es~ary ·for peopl~ . 1,1n,qerstand
~. t he eiperience. I ~iU..tin·h~wi~
.treated me ... the ,hpstility that I
' expe~ienced." Askei( tp recreate .
, the -· press interview he . most ·
remembeni, for exampl~, he said
/' none stick out and left.jt,! t tha~.
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don't like you end that's it,': he
said.
He acknowledged that "there is
something to be said of my lack of
experience" - he has never served
as a judge. Yet, he said, "some other big" names received judgeships
without experience: U.S. Supreme
Court justices William 0 . Douglas
and Felix Frankfurter and Washington, D.C., circuit court of apand
peals just.ices Ruth Ginsberg
1
Patricia Wall. The 1Jtter t'!'o ' "the
1
Democrats themselves Put on,'' he
'
said.
To the suggestion that the Reagan' · administration could have
neutralized the impact of political
opponents and interest groups by
mobilizing its own troops, Siegan
saitl, "That sounds good," but it
simply didn't happen. "The people
on the right, Libertarians and so
on, simply haven't organized. Very
feW people wrote letters, 11 and people from the left seem to get more
favorable· treatment from the
·,
'
t
press.
To the notion that Meese and
Reagan might have been too preoccupied wlth their troubles, Siegan
said only, ·"I couldn't guess on
that:" His association with Meese
"may have hurt, sure, but, I don't
know."
Siegan said there's a difference
between "scholarly positions" and
actual positions, that the committee didn't appear to consider this
difference and that in doing so it
took the risk of chilling scholarly
·,
·
writing.
In his frequently publish~d
"scholarly position," he said, he
would recall what the framers of
the constitution intended. An actual position, on the other hand,
would be what Siegan would intend - and as a judge, he claimed,
he would have bound himself to
applying What current la~ intended.
"As a scholar, I'm kind of a messenger, as you are, saying what the
framers said. It was taken (however) that these were my opinions. I
gave mine, too, yes, hut I I guess
they didn't believe me. I told everybody that as ,a judge I would simply try to enforce the laws as they
are written. I would no longer be
telling the story of the framers.
"You ~ind ~f get t~e irnpr,E?S8ion
1ere . tealty
,t h ~t the . polliiciatl; W
1
resporidirig tO pi~ssui~gi-ouP~ . " ' :.; ,
The American Bar Association's
board, he said, una nimous)y found
him qualified. "They don't go on
ideology. They go on if someone is
dedicated to a job, h~~ the ability
and is of even temperament. What
do I you want a judge to be? A
perfect thinker? A thinker who
satisfies Senator (Edward) Kennedy, who for many may not be in
the mainstream?''
He agreed, of course, that he's
politically conservative. Maybe not
as conservative as some opponents
may have implied, he said; but
conservative.
During the battle, it became a
published fact that Siegan had
written that · zoning was un-

1i1 .: ..j

It. •

•••'-=•-'

and economic regulations such as
: zoning are unconstitutional."
"I never said that. I said zoning
should be subjected to a higher
level of scrutiny when I wrote that.
And it is subjected to a higher level
now. There's been a change in the
law through some Supreme Court
decisions. I was right. There's been
a sudden shift on the Supreme
Court this past year."
What if the public decides it's not
comfortable with that shift? Didn't
the constitution's framers' intend
to allow the public at least the
limited chance to occasionally
redirect the courts through tho
public's ability to elect representatives who will approve only
politically acceptable nominees?
(After all, how much opportunity
Reagan would have to rework the
Court was a main point of discussion when Reagan faced reelection,
riot a secret or a pejorative.)
, Siegan responded that the way to
change the direction of the
Supreme Court is to take a case to
the court · and present stronger
arguments than before as to why
the court should interpret the law
differently. He said the Senate
should measure only nominees'
fairness, integrity, dedication to
duty and temperament.
Siegait said the experience
- hasn't embittered him. "Well, I'm
no_t happy with (the outcome), but
' that's the will of the political proceBS, what can I do? The process
worked its will not to my liking, I
respect it. I think as I look at it, I'm
happy in some respects. I was looked at with intense scrutiny {including by the FBI). Everything
I've ever written was looked at. My
business dealings. I was asked '
about my fairness. What kind of
person I am . ... Nobody accused me
of unfairness, character problems
or moral problems.
"J considered pulling out, sure,
at 1one -time, but if I did people
might say, 'maybe they found out
something about him, maybe he
didn't pay his taxes or he cheated.'
I thought it would leave questions
uit.resolved. I felt the Senate owed
not only me but everybody an answer why I was not suited. I don't
agree (with the committee), but in
many ways I'm satisfied."
•:lll; J, ... . .. i•~ "· I;,

,d .

ti,,'

., '

1

.•

. ,His de nial , long forecasted, naturally "didn't come as that much of
a shock. I continued with my aclivities. I would say for a little bit I
was upset." He didn't give any interview for a week and this is his
first. He said he didn't feel comfortable publicly talking much about
himself.
The day of the rejection, the Justice Department told him he was
on the committee's agenda. So,
about 1:30 in the afternoon, mean• 1
ing about 4:30 p.m. in Washington,
he called the Justice Department
from a pay phone outside a Los
Angeles restaurant. "They said
you've been rejected. I was given a
little description." He says he went •
insideandhad~ismeal . : / ,
s
"I won't say what I ate."

•
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were then dusty ideas on private propWith very little fanfare, the Su- erty in his. "Other People's Prope rty."
is·
admln
1reme Court and the Reagan
This was followed by " Economic Llb.ration have begun to repai r 50 years erties and the Constitution" in 1980.
gh
>f erosion of a fundamental right He argue d that the Founden; throu
clause
i-ranted American citizens by the Con- the Fifth Amendment takings
I
e
unst
Articl
of
again
and the contracts clause
itituti on, the protection
by Intended to protect economic rights to
warra nted seizure of their property
the full extent of all civil rights .
~gencies of government.
The Supreme Court led the way
"Tak ing" of property, he argued,
sevof
first
the
with
some months ago
Isn't confined : to seizing someone's
ted
pensa
uncom
st
again
s
eral ruling
land to build a highway. There also
'"takings ' through regulation. In com- can be " regulatory takings," where
ce,
ruden
ively take away
pliance with the new jurisp
an bureaucrat s effect
nPresident Reagan in March issued
prope rty value through overly burde
acsuch
l
cu:tai
to
order
environmental regulaexecutive
or
g
zonin
some
Im·
tions. This month, his order was
t tions.
plemented by the Justice Departmen
The Supreme Court has upheld the
for
lines
guide
of
set
with a tough new
Siegan view In several cases. In Nolies.
ission
federa l agenc
Ian v. California Coastal Comm
Such actions to protect the civil
California had tried to withhold peran
rights of Americans against highbuild
to
r
owne
home
a
bu- mission for
he
handed federa l, state and local
be- additi on to his beach house unlessThe
reauc rats were long overdue. But
way.
to granted a public right of
fore we aJJ celebrate, it migh t pay a- high court said this was a taking calook at what appea rs to be a weJJ-c to mouflaged as a regul ation and that It
er
moun aged effort in the U.S. Senate
an requi red compensation. In anoth n·
undermine this noble restoration of
ruled that the gover
court
the
case,
ns
citize
free
of
s
essential protection
ment must compensate for delay
against governmental tyranny. edy, while takin gs are challenged.
Two weeks ago, Teddy Kenn
These decisions are milestones In
Joe Biden and like-minded colleagues
to the pre-New Deal
on the Senate Judic iary Committee the move back mic rights got the
quietly lynched the President 's nomi- era when econo as other ·civil liber·
tion
nee for a judgeship on the Ninth Cir-. same protec
ties. The government Is now on notice
cuit Court of Appeals in San Diego
the that regulations that limit how prop·
The nomin ee, as it happens, was
used also can require
man who began the camp aign for eco- erty can be There are suits against
e compensation.
nomic civil rights more than a decad
University the feder al government in the Court of
ago, Bernard Siegan of the
.
_
Claim s for some $1 billion for such
of San Di~ law school. _ _ _
are the rewlll1 Mr.1 egan s ideas so clearly regulatory takings. Many
regusult of unnecessarily draconian
In the ascendancy, the Senators chose
his lations by the Environmental Protec- ,
not to engage him on the merits of
Caliof
lion Agen cy.
views. Indeed, Alan Crans ton
his
Presi dent ~eaga n's Executive Orfornia refused even to meet with e
·
ascrib
can
We
ee.
der 12630 requires a "Takings Jmpll .
nomin
-state
home
the
cation Analysis" before federal reguthis only to an unwillingness by
te property and
rty
Senat ors to publicly defend prope ed lators affect priva additional burseizures. Instead, they simply delay - thereby risk " undue flsc ." Attorney
dens on the public
action on the nomination for an uncon
·20 General Meese Issued a thick stack of
scionable period. Over the past
.
al
judici
on
voted
has
guidelines for all agencies to follow
e
years , the Senat
would be wise to
nominees on ave rage within a month States and localities make sure they
de· adopt similar rules to
of their nominations; the 17-month
yers with bills
lay in Mr. Siegan's case broke all rec- don't saddle their taxpa
,
ords. In the end , when the nomination for takings.
We have not heard the last from
was finally rejected by a party-line
keep teaching
comm ittee vote , Teddy Kennedy sim- Mr. Slegan. He plans to
mic rights. He
ply asserted, without explanation, that and writing on econo
his experience
Mr. Siegan was '"out of the main· also plans a book on
iary Committee. This
Judic
the
with
strea m."
ing a blank
Mr. Siegan, an able and articulate might again mean debatss of tl1e Senin wall. But the unwillingne
legal schOJar who practiced law
discussion
Chicago for 20 years before beginning ators to engage ln a public their reaand
his acade mic career at the University of economic civil rights
a sons for rejecting Mr. Siegan probably
of Chicago, actually Is very much
ich tell us as much about their positions
part of today's main strea m-wh
was Teddy Kennedy's real problem. as we'll ever need to know.
In 1976, Mr. Slegan introduced what
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have law professors who have the freedom
to write what they choose, even if their
Views are very extreme-and I think his
have been extreme.
When you come to the critical question
I intend to vote in favor of Prof. Siegan
because I believe that for a cfrcwt judge · ·, of what he would do as a Circuit judge, I
he possesses the requisite qualifications. am satisfied-and there was very close exThere are many examples where profes· amination by Sen. DeConcini on this issors have made outstanding judges, espe· sue-that he would follow the Supreme
cially on Appellate courts, so that it seems Court rulings. I don't think he has any
to me that his background is adequate for -choice in any event, and I think he would
follow.
the position.
th
If we were considering Prof. Siegan for
~t
action
some
about
concerned
am
I
the Senate h11.S taken, p_roperly so, m _th1 s the Supreme Court of the United States, I
past year which may raise some questwns think my judgment would probably be dif·
or have some chill~g effect on professonal ferent, but we would have much more exwritings. And I disagree With what Prot, tensive consideration of him than we have
Siegan has writte?; I thm~ th at he is had for the Circuit Court.
t d d 't ,;ni n ears today
wrong on his legal mterpretat10n. But I be•
A re 1a e e : <}!...,,,.,,.-...PP
lieve that it is worthwhile in our society to
Sen. Arlen Specter (R., Pa.), explaining his support for judicial nomi:
nee Bernard Siegan at a July 14 meet- .
ing of the Judiciary Committee:
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ONTHEBEAM
AHOLOGRAM is not, to our
amazement, a grandmother with
no insides.

(

,-

It is a photographic film or
plate that is a record of the light
wave interference panem of an
object illuminated by a split
coherent beam of light, such as a
· laser beam.

,.

,·
,r
r

But, of course. you knew thal
lf you would like to join a
class and learn how to do it, the
Leaming Tree University in
association with the Los Angeles
School of Holography will offer
a thre<>-OaY workshop, beginning
Friday ai the Learning Tree
· University, 20920 Knapp SL,
Chatsworth.
The workshop will include
fundamental s of selling up a
holography laboratory, a

career-0pportunities discussion,

a comprehensive text and a
complete package of holograms.

BOOTY SHAKE 2
Tlll:l "RUH" out of the water,
wiggle their tails in the sand,
deposit up to 3,000 eggs and
they're off.
Unless, of course, you bare
hand these little disco d~rlings.
The grunion are running
Friday at Cabrillo Beach, and
those wi th quick reactions,
agility and a fishing license can
catch thein, but only by slight of
hand. No nets, spears or hooks,
please.
Cabrillo's grunion program,
sponsored by the Department of
Recreation and Parks, begins at
9 p.m. and includes films,
lectures, exhibits - and the
grunion grope.
For more information, call
(213) 548-7 562.

CREEP SHOW

FOR THOSE into I 8-foot
dragonflies and 20-foot
caterpillars, enormous spiders,
. Students will be given
and other giant insects, lovingly
hands-on training for their $450
recreated in wood sculpture, the
tuition. Enrollment is limited to
Natural History Museum
__ 10 students.
currently is displaying Yoshinori 1
For information, call (818)
Shimazu's colossal insects in the ,
882.5599.
Ralph M. Parsons Discovery
Center at 900 Exposition Blvd.
in Exposition Park.
We obviously have no input
into what the museum selects to
showcase, otherwise it would be ,
showcasing race cars and
couturier instead of big bugs, but
PEOl'lf WHO exercise
i
those who do input say these
moderately to vigorously three
times a week not only feel better Shimazu insects are exquisite. l
Admission is $3 for adults,
and are healthier, they
$1.50 for seniors and students,
experience more sexual desire ·
than non-exerc '"" '· according to $.75 for children ages 5 to 12
and free for museum members
James White, _,,,.,,:;se
physiologist al iue \.]nivemty .!JC ·· ·and children under 5.
Go on.the first Tuesday of the
California, San Diego.
month. That's when everyone
We thought yo~d like to
gets in free.
know.

BOOTYSHAKE

--·- ---- --Garden Grove, CA
(Orange Co.)
Orange Co. News
(Cir. 3xW. 30,000) I .
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Oierkif]i} iGets ·Law Degree
,

'i

~~-S

.

· ,

,

.

'· LAW DEGREE - Jim
Dierkin_g, son of Margot and
Loren Dierking . of Garden
Grove, received a law degree
and masters degree in international relations from the
, U__!liversity of San Diego. He
will study international law
at the London - School of .
Economics. A graduate of
Bolsa,- Grande High School
and Cal State Fullerton, he
served .a t the U.S. Embassy
in Seoul, Korea, as a political
officer for the State Department during the summer of
1986. He also has worked for
the U.S. Attorney"s Office in
San Diego.
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TIMOTHY R. PESTOTNIK
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•
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•Occupation: AMOCiaht ,vith Luce, For-

--.1:d~~:i:::~ ~.f1'J:U~ali:un,

•E:dueatlon: B.S . Nun-in((, Uniwrsity ol 1 .:-- ' ,. ,
Di>JP ,~·:"' :~.
S f
Hei rte (

~~~r:;£a;_o.

Uniwnrit:,
ol Colorado; ./.D., Amffican Uniffnlt:, Col·

•E:,cperlencr. Aa.-:iar. inY'Ht. igator in
, , 1,(.l
immunolo,ry reMR rch 1H Navy RegionaJ
Medical Center, S.u Dttll(D:St.affnunte. Uni• ~-•. ,l:1
venrity HOllpit.aJ 1UC San Diep) Rnd Navy ., - ''.
hOJJPtt.al1t at GrNt Ld:ea, Ill.. Mamphla, ..,. ... ,.
· ;...~ •
Ten n.,andGuam.
•E:arly ye11n: Born jn Lon(( Beach, Calif;., ,
·' '
and grew up on EH£ Co.at and in Midweat.

•E•perlfttCe: Law clerk with Arnold fl
Porter, IV.uhin,rton , D.C. : law C'lerlr to th•
natiori'>J chief counMI r,f Americans- fo r Gar:,
Hart:-- repontt for The Broomfield Enter•
pri• . .
up in De-n""', Colo.•
· •Early ~•rw:

legeo(Law.

a~.,,

< ., ''\

a•~hwnw,:rk," ahe~& , · 1: ~,11

• Family: Sin,rle.
•lnterHt~ Chairman of the S.n Diel(O
AIDS Pro}ffl and chairman of the C'ounty
Bar Aa.x:iation ·• Comm II tee on AIDS Policy
11nd La•; uilia1, volleyNJJ. art and auto
'
'
mechanics.
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AIDS~dconfidentlali ty?

·l·:·M .

J

·I

Renert: We're watching an, epidemic grow. The major problem is •
that this ia something we know so !.
little abot1t. In California a physi- ,\
ciao can inform 8 opow,e If tho patient doe11 not and will not inform
their spouae that they have AIDS.
But that is as far 8.s it can go under
the confidentiality laws.
We feel a moral obl igation that
there are innocent people being
exposed continuously, whether it's
sharing needles or other sexual
partners or coha bitance. Those innocent people, unsuspecting, are
being ex_.i to the AIDS virus,
What our role should be - and
what I think the AMA feela it i
should be - ill that if that individ- 1

,, c- -- ~

- ~~··,'..: !Would allow physicians, upon
At present, la there ·_ , · \...:ognizing that bis patient's proOther state!I simply aren 't doing
that. They ' re pro viding just
.~ ~ ~ -~.f m_e ch~~ 7. j>ensity is not to tell the epouse, to
ir•
seem
doe11
It
omnuae.
the
II
•·.
; t . •.
' •
• " · ,1
"
~
·, .
or limited contact tracing.
passive
h
-.f_e
Th
•
\
· Th.ere are a lot of problems because
Renert:,.. ere ii no official eet t.ip ·· gular to me that the same doctor
not everyone is going to be honest
right now. ·Under the laws of con- ~ not tell the sexual partner who
!· about all the names: they're not
fidentiality _there io very little that ~oesn't ~ be maJTied to the
th
·
,
.
-...
~
to provide all the names,
}l~tient:
going
AIDS
test
we _c~n ~~ if e ~atient
·: They're going to provide false
positive., 'fhey sign 8 document l The reason wh,: we have the con• .
l·J1ames and it is going to be an ndwhich P_tptects them from any. dis:- fidentiality law in Calilor.t::'J.!.il\..Pet..
.,ministrative nightmore. ··
closure exc~pt for :he s_po~~ ~ huse the Legislature three years
by
method
a
with
struggled
'ago
,
_
mt.
I ·New York and California have
~andsourt1edatth1spo
to
. by far the greatest number of cases
h
I) There waa a bill recently in th.• ·, w hich. wo can encourage people
of AIDS in HIV positive of any.
'1a,te Legislature that would have . . get tested. It wasn't enoug . to say
Where in t he world. For us to imbas~cally followed the recommen- ' we'll keep it confidential l~ke we
remedical
other
confidential
keep
allowed
· dations of the AMA and
plement this kind of idea would befati more expensive and far more
the physician to pursue thoee other. r0rds. It iin't enough to say your
., fmployer probably won't find out;
time consuming.
killed, in comcontacts. That wu , _
1
1
/
pf your insurance company proba•
fittee_. . , . ..· ) : ··:
Doanyo( youhaveany
1 1
. ·t
.
. -,. . =!".·.fff.tf5'): ':~t blywon'tfindout.
· ·-~f !
ideaofthecostof
;
crime in Cahfomia 0
. ' 'l ~. :; . • :. ~ • l It's
~
implementing such
Wut~en,any · , ' , ·,r,:1 ' t,,,ieasethoeerecordswillfully, You
i a program? •.
opposition !o the A~ , •• n be sued very rapidly, includmg
, fee• for doing 1t
propoaal within the •1"/'if'; r'
L~·, Pestotnik: Horrendous.
d
'
attorney 9
, . •. \
•,
AMA?
~!- Aylward•Bingman: Astrono•
~ . •. ,. ·f"' !.-.:;!'(rL 'L ' t.egl igently. Eve~ tim~ w~ un er•
,
1
· eve ncan be
" k 1t
· hm
we
the confidentiality
• ' !, ,i ut
, notawareof.muc
·
;. Renert:
mica.I Id ontt
from getting
•
Im
18
'estimated given the potential vicopposition. There are 90me splinter · 1diecourag~ peop
{ .tims ~nt.ic_ipate~ by 1991. { suppose
gi:oups who are concerned . .. You ,, ) tested: ·tect contact tracing, 88 1
a stat1st1c1an with a good computer
h AMA proposal, the
walk a fine line between wha~ i s ,, · In hrru
·
could do it.
upon seeing 8
absolutely right and what violatea . / · und~rstaud ~ effi
1
· One of the most notorious cases
pub.h~ he~ oteicter~nd a positive
certain canons; what.vJolatea)~~~
1
it was
when
death
Cohn's
Roy
was
Test,
lot c:nfinnatory
yidual rights. · J~•, · !!/:,• ·••~t.~ ~-U.~ • positive
learned after he died that NIH
n to talk about
· You have to protect patient·con~:) Western kB h
(National Insti tutes of Health) had
wo~ld as t e pe;sota over the last
fidentiality es a _supreme canon. ,
1 conha: long. It-would
confirmed that he was zero positive
;.thell'
The same with thi! attorney-client
0
back in 1985. and he told the peo- l don t b~o: th officer's duty
relationship. If you have a patient ·
1
there t hnt he <l id not plan on
pie
tell
and
people
who·s a seizure disorder and a .., ._ be _the P~ ic t:a
0
remainin g celi b/\le a nd that he
~:ve had sexual
~ -mveetiga~
school bus driver, you don 't wa-!'lt to ·
wasn't about to ndvise pa rtners.
them tha ~ th ey body who it is
blow the lid on this individual if ~
· That is th e problem that a lot of
wit some
contact
'
'th h 18
' te~
to 1n
·
t
·t•
bel1"eved is :Hrv positive. They
nere Wt
I '8 no gomg
physicians are dealing with on a
should then be tested 80 that ~hey
work. But if he hasn 't told the •
. . first hand basis. Lawyers are going
atate. has a license to dri ve and you ! . w,· ll know what their blood test ~s1
', Confidentiality laws in_ c_nhfor- 1' : to see more of this because what
know he·s a seizure dieorder- and
happens when someone co mes into
' n,·a don't prevent that activity but
he may or may not take their
you in a TarasofT (Ta rasoff v. Board
they would prevent the contac,t
medication - you've got an obligalearn,· ng what the index partner 9 ,· of Regents of the University of Csltion to inform 90mebody. Tiie samft
· ifornia. 1976ltype of case?
h
to th AIDS 81·tua
thi g9 pp!"
(Th
name wee; that was the guVy· w ~..
'
·
·
·
e
tee
a
ti n
ey mi ght say) I was the long- ; •
had· it initially end wu· HI po~ 1· ..
,
on.
. ,.... .. . ,, •· '"·j time co-habitant and sexual part.
r tive,. ... .
If this is handled improperly, all .
,
cont~ct
he
t
.. The concern ie that 1f
these people who test positively,1
... learns of enough detail_s of the m- ·1
will go underground. [f t~ey ~
dex 'a personality or trait!, we t~e n
sUBpect they have AIDS they may
walk the very fine line of breakmg
never come forward at all to. be ,
·
confidentiality laws, ·· ·
, i ' )
teated,
It'• hard enough for ua to keep
· ·i · •'
't
track of the 100,000 or 200,000
Doea the AMA propo•aU ; /
HIV positive people we know about
•,l,' t~/~ '
Oy In the face of
in California. Imagine what . it
.:..
~~
~
CaUfomiaJawor
would mean to pay for t he _ in·
• •r.i-'/ \!lo
la it compatihle7 : : ·
vestigation that would be required
.r
to follow up on ell of the people thnt
. Pestotn1Ju , Cu,n;nt , atate ..
they liat. even lf you didn't do active tracing.
"· ~
Active tracing means t~at you
•. .i 1
just don 't Ktop with . the hat they
.' ~
provide. We interview those p~ ple
and find out who they Ray inde_x
had sexual contacts wi t h. That ~
what Colorado and l~ho are do-

•.,.

1
l

p • • '- '

lt

:v:~:·:.t'·

a

I ,Q

ual is informed t hat they test positive - notjusUhe HIV-test hut the
confirmatory test · - they should
have the opportunity to inform I
whoevertheycomeineo ntactwith.
If they agree to inform their part- 1
ner or partners, then that's fine.
That's all we can erpect at that
•,
.
point.
However, if they refUAe then we I
have a moral a nd ethical obligation
to inform that person. The me- ,
chanics of that are not clear at this
point. I don't think the physician !
wants to accept the liability, the i
responsibility of picking up the ·
phone.
I was an EIS <epidemic service
intellige nce) officer at. a comrnunicable center for two years in
the '609 when there was syphilis.
tuberculosis. We had people - so
ca lJ ed gumshoes - who were out
in the street.a chasing. down the
cOrila.C\8~.~~ _dqrl 'l- think the physi- j
cien'hao l~e' meano n<>r -tbe .ability
to do that. The Public Health De-

!
1

partment may have to become involved. We're talking about a
potentially monumentaJ task. But
there has got to be a mechaniam j
where people are protected. . ,.,.,·, :

1

andcametoSanDie(IOin1988.

•Family: M•"'ed to Terrence Bingman, '.'
mana,nn~ ,,.nner for thtt S..n Diego olrice of ,.
,
Ad.ama. Duque& Hazeltine.
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WILLIAM A. RENERT
1
·

•occupation: Doctor with X-Ray Medical
Group in Ls Mesa; clinical assistant pro,

i=: Departmen~ _of Rsdioloi,y,
1

~C San

· •Education: ' Hamilton College; Yale
' 1
UniversitySchoolo[Medicin e.
0

;B~f,:::ie:;en.1::~~;,t "~~~=~;ty :r

Arizoris ; chief resident in diagnostic
radiology, Columbia .Presbyterian Medical
Center.
' •Esrl.f years: Born In Scranton, Pa., and
'
grew up ,n West Hartford, Conn.
•Fsmlly: He and his wife have two twns.
· • Intereats: Board of Directors, Grossmont Hospital and Childrens Home Society;
editor, San Diego Physician Magazine; golf
•
1•
and skiing.

·SAN DIEGO FOCU S
· ·AIDS And c,o¾id~~tialitY
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~reas in between. During round table dlscussions with
editors of the Transcript, San Diegans discuss issues
community. ' '
real estate, architecture, construction, and a wealth of !ind trends.that affect our
San Diego Focus is a monthly feature of the Transcript which explores issues in business, finance, law,

ner of this person and Dr. Jones did
not tell me and should hav~. because he knew that I was
foreseeably at risk.
Most people are responsible. But
if you're going to have a drug addict or a prostitute they're not going to be responsible. Those people
generally aren't going to be in a ·
doctor's care until it's way down
the line anyway .
Technically, in someone's chart
you can not write they're HIV posi- '
tive. One health care facility that
I'm aware of has gotten around
, that by saying something to the ef- ,
feet that the diagnosis is not in- ·
compatible with AIDS or testing is
not incompatible with AIDS .. In

some of the facilities a lot of the
health care \l(orkers.:cannot b!' ad-.
. vised.

What is the status of '
California legislation
on AIDS and -. · . .
.,r
. confidentiality?

Q

Pestotnik: There are about 10
bills pending right now that would
· abrogate part of the problems Lynn
. was just speaking about . . They
would allow the whole medical care
team to have access to the HIV
blood test results even though the
patient has signed a waiver that
says only. Dr.,Smith would get the

:

,

....

results. Those enjoy wide support
on both sides of the aisle and I
suspect they will be law by this
time next year.
'I don't think there's any reason
to hide the ball from the health
care team. If the doctor can know I
see no reason to prevent the nurse
from knowing and all the other
people who come in contact.

Q

How far does that .
health care team
extend?

' Aylward-Bingham: You're just
, the janitor who comes to empty the .
wastepaper baskets.

Pestotnik: It is that drafting
that we've been watching very
carefully. This bill -is carefully
defined. It says the health care
team which is involved in the immediate health care of the patient;
that would be defined by the physician who would have his liability
on the line if he defined it incorrectly.
Renert: We have a certain group
of physicians who feel damn the
law, I have a moral and ethical responsibility. I'm going to tell those
people he's come in contact with ifl
have the opportunity because it's a
lethal weapon. Others go the other
extreme and will not say any.t hing
to anybody.
Pestotnik: The legislation in
i, California only prevents saying
that Bill is HIV positive. It does not
prevent saying that Bill has AIDS.
That's a clear distinction. There
aren't specific statutes which prevent you from saying that to the
, whole world. You can be sued for
slander or libel if you're wrong,
and you can probably be sued for
emotional distress even if you're
right. You can write in the medical
. record that Bill has AIDS as much
as.you want.
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,i football coach Richard Trestrail has :

.
Golt -": Chris Riley of San Diego
shot a 1-over-par 73 to win the boys!, , '
. . ; 13-14 division at the Carmel High,. - :: gty, Kan. ~---. · ·.:. ·. -. a,..
_i} ..:i/~~LTrestrail · su~ceeds Charlie Gian~. . lands junior _tournament at Carmel ·
?"' l: g_roSS1), who resigned after two sea_:,;, Highlands Country Club. Steve Lynn
f~hed s~ond.•. ·. . .
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N. County to
have its own ·.
football camp
c9-q~b

Notes and «Jtrntes:

North County is going to have
its first youth summer football
camp, starting July 25 at Ocean'
'
side High.
The Football Coaches Professional Growth Association will
run the camp from 9 a. 111 . to 3 ·
p.m. for five straight days.
FormcLl§~\QQtba ll coac h
Bill Williams is running the camp
and he will be getting plenty of ,
· help from Oceanside High coach
Roy Scaffidi.
The association ha s put on
num e rous C'amps in previous .
years , but this is the fir st tim e
on e is being held in North County.
El Camino coach Herb Meyer
and Point Lorna 's Benny Edens '
have been part of the camp in the:
pa st, a lthough they will not be
part of this one.
" Herb Meyer told me it is a
' •class group to be with," said
Scaffidi. "It seems to have real
quality."
Th e camp is for yo ungsters
ages 7 through 18. All who attend :
will get individu a l instruction in
all fa cets of the game.
The cost is $65 per person.
Scaffidi feels this would be a
valuable tamp not only for high
school students but for Pop
Warn er players as well.
He encoura gC's coaches from
all levels to stop by and view the ,
camp.
"A ny coach who wants to come
and see wha t we; are doing is
more than welcome to come at rio
charge." he said.
To sign up or for further inform at_i on , ca ll 43l4916. ·

i1·

•
., J:annacone 1s
Toreros' AD ·,
•-< 95S athletic· d'1rector at. St.
Tom Iann~cone,
Francis (Pa.) College the past three years, was<
named to the same post at the University of
.
·
San Diego yesterday.
Iannacone, 46, will replace the Rev. Patrick ·
Cahill on Sept. I. Cahill recently resigned after ,
nine years as the Toreros' athletic director to
become associate pastor at Guardian Angel
Cathedral in Las Vegas.
'"USO has the underlying concepts of education and the same athletic philosophy I adhere
to," Iannacone said. "The university has a
strong academic commitment, and the athletes
are part of the student body. When I visited
USO, I was inspired by the people and the
',
institution."
Iannacone said he was impressed by the
growth potential in USD's athletic program. •
Before running the athletic program at St.
Francis (1,750 enrollment), Iannacone was assistant athletic director for eight years at
Fordham. He also was the offensive coordinator of Fordham's football team in 1975-78. His
1977 offense averaged a school-record 34
See USO on Page C-5

r

USO: AD sees similarities with his f onner schools
Continued from C-1

.
points.
A graduate of the University of
Connecticut, Iannacone coached football and track in Connecticut high
schools in 1964-75.
At St. Francis, Iannacone was involved in the overall expansion of the

athletic program.
"We built on to the existing facilities, increased the budget and added
programs and personnel," lannacorye
said. "One of the more important
things we did was develop a master
plan for the direction of the µrogram.
The only way you can target the fu-

lure of a program is to have a plan.
"I already have some ideas for
USO. I think there are some similarities between USO and both Fordham
and St. Francis."
-Bill Center

1/uShhirBs
l :
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,,

·.·
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.Iannacone .;,
.:~as new AD ·

"

Tribune Sport.swrltcr.,,..<.,;f,,v

HEY keep sports in pe.rspeclive at USO. Academics don't
,
t a k ~ athletics.
,
• While the school conducted its nationwide search for a new athletic!
. director, USO was looking for some•·1
.one who could step In and fit in.
; The hunt ended yesterday when
USO vice president of student affairs
'.fom Burke announced that Toni Iannacone is the school's new athletic
,.
;• director. Iannacone replaces the
11.ev. Patrick Cahill, who resigned
· ·two months ago to accept a position ·!
I. .as associate pastor at \Guardian /
. · 'Angel Cathedral in Las Vegas. 1
1
:i Iannacone, 46, bas been athletic director at Saint· Francis College in 1
Loretto, l'a., since 1985. Before that
(
( · be spent eight years as assistant ath- '
.Jetic director at, Fordham. His as,
Signment at USO is effective Sept. I.
l
; Like USD, Saint Francis and Fordham are Catholic institutions respected for their academics. Like
IJSD, Saint Francis and Fordham are
NCAA Division I athletic programs
, )"ith Division III football programs. ·
,•
,I Iannacone should fit right in.
, • "I was looking for someone whose
into
fit
philosophies
· · _attitudes and
tJSD's plan," said Cahill, who served
·on the athletic director search comlnittee. "He fit particularly well in
\hat his program is much like ours.
·; "I think he realizes we have a pretty good program, so he's not going to
·come in and change everything. Obviously, there will be some things he
will wan~ 1,to do · differently thari I
did."
Cahill became athletic director in
1979, guiding USD's athletic program
into NCAA Division I competition.
Iannacone's assignment is to chart a
·course for the future. ·••rn''
"Initially, ii have some · ideas on
~ what to do,' 1 said lannacone;-speaking by phone yesterday from his
Saint Francis ,ollice, "but I'd like to
.
r;r_I'. • 7"
•discuss them thoroughly with the
•
· · staff first and get their Input. That's
my method of bperation. I'll do a lot
of research and talk to everyone and
then formulate a plan. The key is to
p)lt it into action and make it work."
In four years at Saint Francis, Iannacone, who graduated from the University of Connecticut in 1964, was
responsible fot devising a master
plan for athletic development. He
also was in charge of expanding the
number ·of sports at the school, improving the athletic department
budget and renovating athletic facilities, an item of particular interest at
USD.
"Everybody knows, and the president included has spoken to the fact,
we need to do something about the
Sports Center," said Cahill, referring ,
to USD's antiquated basketball facili- .;tl;
ty. "I think that will come in time)' '.'s:t
Said Iannacone: "Qbylously, at · .,
USO improving the basketball lacili- _,,
ty would be a key. I have some ex- . '
I , perlise in facilities planning. Tve '!·
I.,. ' been involved in a lot of_it at Saint ::j
I . i' :Frahcis and Fordham. We actually ' . '.,
have the blueprint for a comprehen- . ,
'
· ,sive facility here."
•• For the time being, Iannacone will J
.!
be busy tying up loose !~~s in Penn- , . i
I ' Please see.USD: D-10,,W/· J <'!T l . .\\I\
-- . - . ..
- . ~
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s lvania and relocating himself, his
Jife and three children in San Diego.
"I was looking for a new opportunil " he said. "I did do some reY;ch on it and knew somethmg
s~ut the San Diego area. Every~hing I heard about USO was encour·
aging. They have a good, strong co~;
mitment academically, ~ood
and a very comprehensive at e,1c
program that is on .s~)id ground. Im /
looking forward to it.
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Saint Francis College AD
accepts job in SiuJ..Q.i~o
Tom Iannacone 'l's Tedvl~5 his
job as athletic director at Pen,syl-

~ vani~s Saint Francis Colle~~ ·~
, take a similar post at th?tmf"9e?si- I
· ty of San Diego, officials said 1
' Tuesday. The appointment of Ian, n acone, 47, who has directed the
athletic program at the Loretto, ·
Pa., school since 1985, takes effect
Sept. 1, said Tom Burke, USD's
vice president of studenT affairs.
Iannacone replaces the Rev. P ,a trick CahiIJ, who recently accept- ,
ed a position as associate pastor at
· Guardian Angel Cathedral in Las
~ .•
·
Vegas, Nev.

'\I
I

I

CA
Escondido, Co.I
(San Di eg o cate
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another standout fr om Nort b~
"That year was fun," he said. County in Vista lineman Clarenc~ :
_-.
"Everything seemed to break right Loa.
The 6-1, 245-pound Loa ended !
for us . Whenever we needed a
break, or a hit or whatever, we three years as a two-way starter for.,
the Panthers, playing on two P alo'..·
to get it.
CIF play~ffs by eventual champion seemed
mar League championship teams .
"Nothing like this year."
Pt. Loma 21-0 after beating Chula
·
. Returning just two starters, ju- and one 3A CIF title club.
Vista 27-26. A 10-yard touchdown nior shortstop Shannon Vinje and
He was named a first -team all·-"
run by Gousha kept the Patriots . Gousha, the Patrjots lost all 12 league offensive lineman all three _.
league games. They lost the final · years as a Panther. Loa has been ·a-·
alive.
Compare .his efforts to his 2- _17 games of the year. Nine of those first-team All-CIF performer the1
for-4 effort for 41 yards, one touch- losses were by two runs or less.
· •
last two seasons. '
down and no interceptions as a juLoa is heading to Weber State 1.n'·
·"It was the exact opposite of last
·: ·: '.
nior and it's easy to see why he year ," Gousha said. "Seemed like the fall.
thought he deserved a shot from a that one big mistake waited until
major college. -:.
the sixth or seventh .inning and
. "We had three goals this year then it fell on us."
win the league title, break the jinx
Gousha wound up as a firstand make the playoffs and then team all-leaguer after hitting .296
win the CIF title," said Gousha. "I with three homers and 14 RBI.
Though he is heading for the
never expected to have the kind of
year I had personally, and the team University of San Diego next fall ,
really surprised a lot people, espe- the Toronto Blue Jays drafted
cially since we did it with a Gousha.
"All Toronto told me was that I
brand-new coaching staff."
His success came on the heels of was picked in t he 40ish round,"
the most successful baseball sea- laughed Gousha. "They said they
son in a long time. Although Mt. picked me in case I changed my
Carmel won the CIF crown, the mind and went to junior college
they wanted to have the rights t o
Patriots ended the Sundevils' sixyear reign as league champion by me before next June's draft rolled
beating them on their own field
around."
By then , Gousha hopes to be
with a dramatic home run by
.,
~her.
Frank Escalante ...
~
the
in
joined
been
has
Gousha
,It was the perfect ending for
Gousha, who became the starting All•Sta< Classic football game by \
catcher early in the season when
senior Scott Carlovsky moved to
third base in place of t he injured
Paul Temprendola.
Gousha hit .318 with no homers
and 18 runs bat ted in . He was
n a med honorable men t ion all-
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/'EXTENSION -

- --

Coach Jim
Brovelli, hired in 1984 to oversee
the rebirth of the men's basketball program at the University of
San Francisco, signed a five-year
contract extension yesterday. He
was head coach previously at
USO, where his team won the 1984
West Coast Athletic Conference
championship. He has an ~rall
record of 196-178. £ { ~ .

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
San Diego Union
(Cir. D. 217,089)
(Cir. S. 341,840)
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Verplank
\ Brovelli
;,S"Forqier _USD coach Jim \ _.
. Brovelli s(gri!d' a five-year contract exten- ~ ·
' sion through 1993-94 with the University of ., ,-~- - - ---===--:-San Francisco . . . Portland officials are in
the Soviet l,Jnion trying to clear the way for
Lithuanian star Arvidas Sabonis to play for
the team . . . Cleveland extended Coach Lenny Wilkens' contract two years through
1990-91 . . . Charlotte, which signed Lakers
free agent Kurt Rambis, also is talking with
Darryl Dawkins, who retired last season
after two weeks with the Pistons .. . Dominique Wilkins' 29 points led Atlanta (2-0) to a
110-105 exhibition overtime win over the So' viet national team in Vilnius, Lithuania's '
' capital ... Guard Mitchell Wiggins, banned
by the NBA 19 months ago for drug use,
signed with the WBL Chicago Express .. .
Utah center Mel Turpin won't exercise his
free-agency option. The Jazz will ry to trade
I/

Basketbap,

""

San Diego, Calif.
Southern Cross
(Cir. W. 27,500)
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Sports camps for boys and
girls ages 8-18 will be held in
July and August. Cost is $295 per
week for resident camp or
$165-$200 per week for day camp.
Sessions in tournament and
basic tennis, competitive
swimming, basketball, soccer,
football, volleyball, baseball and
outdoor wilderness wlll be
offered. For more, call 260-4593.

